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ABSTRACT
Contemporary outreach services focus on prevention as a means to ending homelessness
(Averill, Keys, Mallet, & Rosenthal, 2010; Gaetz, 2010; Higgitt, Ristock & Wingert, 2005). As
a result, services are commonly aimed at youth to provide alternatives to street-life before
negative patterns are ingrained; the emotional effects of homelessness are also starting
to be addressed.
Drop-in facilities are proving useful by responding with greater flexibility toward the
inconsistent lives of homeless people (Bantchevska, Dashora, Garren, Glassman, Slesnick
& Toviessi, 2008). Art programming offers an environment addressing both emotional
concerns and technical skill development (Higgitt, Ristock & Wingert, 2005). In Winnipeg,
MB, urban, youth street-culture has responded positively to drop-ins embodying Hip-Hop
culture as the unifying theme (B. Veruela, personal communication, November 7, 2012).
Hip-Hop provides a context for art and learning that incorporates belonging and growth the identifiers of a playful space. Play spaces offer a positive environment for dealing with
emotionally charged topics such as homelessness (Apter, 1991; Kerr, 1991).
This project presents the adaptive reuse of one of Winnipeg’s industrial buildings as a
modern drop-in centre where emotional care for youth is accommodated through play theory.

Figure 1.1. Homeless youth environment.
Forgotten inner-city spaces are transformed into
graffiti galleries that welcome youth to depict the
history of inhabitation.
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chapt 1: PROJECT

INTRODUCTION

1.0 INTRODUCTION
Society exists as a series of basic patterns
of governing, but rules and regulations
rarely consider all walks of life equally.
Through systems such as law enforcement,
education, and healthcare, standardized
practices enable negative cycles to be
repeated. Strict protocols fail to bend to
the unique circumstances of the individual
citizen. People who fall through the cracks
of social systems often experience a ripple
effect that extends throughout multiple
aspects of their lives. Consequently, the
path to street life is greatly varied and hard
to comprehend for those that have never
experienced homelessness.
Contemporary outreach networks now
perceive preventative measures as the
most effective approach to creating change
for the homeless community (Averill, et al.,
2010). This approach is making headway
by focusing primarily on street youth
initiatives and emotional root causes. The
methodology behind this strategy is to deal
with problems before issues have a chance
to become chronic.
In the past, approaches to managing
homelessness have presented it as a
lifestyle choice that requires self-help
strategies to create change (Clement &
Karabanow, 2004). This mentality fails to
address the root causes of homelessness
that are embedded in social systems.
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Misconceptions about homelessness are
also intrinsically perpetuated by the city
context. In a society preoccupied with
economic status, fitting in usually requires
conforming to consumptive patterns
(Smith, 1979). For homeless persons,
simply meeting basic life necessities is
a struggle. Their failure to assimilate
causes both physical and emotional
marginalization (McNaughton, 2008).
Physically, homeless persons are pushed to
undesirable, transitional areas where their
activities go unseen by the general public.
Emotionally, homeless persons are labeled
as the ‘Other’ and experience a variety of
forms of discrimination.
In general, access to support is limited by
a number of factors. Surveillance, spatial
use and admittance to public buildings
and services are commonly affected.
Service providers, such as clinics and
counsellors, may seek to help the homeless
population, but standards of care typically
fail to differentiate between the general
public and the specialized care required
by this demographic. Rigid appointment
schedules conflict with the transient nature
of homelessness. Resources are usually
scattered across the city forcing people
to choose between which basic needs to
fulfill. Distrust for authority commonly
means services are only used as a last
resort. For youth this is particularly evident.
Youth may not perceive themselves as

severely in need as those with chronic
homeless symptoms such as alcohol abuse,
personality disorders, or medical problems.
Unwelcoming facilities leave many relying
on self-treatment that can compound
problems over time (Oliver, 2013).
This project presents a design for an
art outreach studio in support of the
client’s efforts to improve the state
of homelessness in Winnipeg. Of the
estimated 150,000 to 300,000 homeless
in Canada (Donaldson, Gaetz & Gulliver,
2013, p. 21), approximately 31, 000 people
in Winnipeg are experiencing some form
of homelessness or lack of affordable
housing (homelesshub.ca). Between 60
and 70% of this group identify as Aboriginal
(Donaldson, Gaetz & Gulliver, 2013, p. 27).
The site chosen for this project is located
just north of Winnipeg’s current Exchange
District, an area known for both its artistic
presence and proximity to homeless
outreach resources. This confluence of
unusual commercial uses is representative
of Winnipeg’s urban growth. Like many
cities, Winnipeg developed around Main
Street, which is intersected by train tracks
denoting Winnipeg’s “North End” - an area
now associated with poor incomes. The site
for the Out of Nowhere facility is positioned
in relation to this neighbourhood, the
city’s core and other successful outreach
services. Because the Exchange District
is expanding to encompass this site,

the hope is that Winnipeg’s homeless
youth population will be given a place
of significant recognition within the
downtown core instead of remaining at the
fringes of social activity.
The name, Out of Nowhere, is derived from
the concept of how creative inspiration is
formed (Lehrer, 2012, p. XVII), but it also
symbolizes the motivation of the facility
to help bring direction back to the lives
of the participants. The primary focus of
this facility is to provide Winnipeg’s urban
street youth, between the ages of fifteen
and twenty-nine, with a venue supporting
their emotional needs. Participants will be
offered art instruction that aligns technical
skills and self-expression in hopes of
providing a form of therapeutic relief from
the stress of street life. To help maximize
positive outcomes, play strategies are used
to help frame art practices in a context
that increases comfort levels and overall
participation.
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The concept for the art outreach studio
was inspired by the awareness of cultural
difference upon first moving to Winnipeg
from the Greater Toronto Area. Winnipeg
is a smaller city that appeared to have
the same prevalence of homelessness
with less distinction between areas
utilized by their community. At the time,
the use of public transit as a coping
mechanism for climate extremes was
speculated to be the cause. Whatever
the reason, resilience was apparent.

Upon closer examination, I realized I
had been casually exploring this topic in
previous years through artistic inquiries
and social engagements. This project is
affording me the opportunity to gain insight
into complex social issues while developing
my design career in hopes of guiding my
future endeavours. This investigation also
embraces my passion for art as a mode of
developing understanding, both of oneself
and with those who share its appreciation.

Figure 1.1. Untitled. Acrylic on canvas. 40”x40”. 2006 painting
from my third year painting course at York University in 2006.
This work explored topics of socially accepted voyeurism and
the unrealistic assumptions placed on the Other.
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1.1 PROJECT SCOPE
The Out of Nowhere building selection
considers the need for a variety of
outreach services to be offered in one
place. Congregating support services may
increase user participation by reducing
the amount of travel time required – a
common problem for homeless youth.
The design focuses on embracing
contemporary prevention strategies by
addressing the emotional needs of youth
through art production on the first and
second floors. Here, the four elements
of Hip-Hop culture (disc jockeying,
breakdancing, graffiti and emceeing) are
used as the blanketing concept to welcome
youth. Secondary programmatic features
such as showers, counselling and laundry
services are offered.

The scope of this project does not include
the four upper floors, but they are
intended to be visually connected with
the main floors in order to ground the
services metaphorically in emotional care
practices. These upper floors are intended
to house the following types of basic needs
services: dental care, hair salon, general
clinic, women’s clinic, advocacy support,
employment services, transitional services,
food bank, clothing bank, identification
procurement, group counselling, and
emergency shelter for youth.

Figure 1.2. Untitled. This photo was taken as part of my
investigation of how graffiti interacts with the city as part of
the Travelling Concepts in Photography Manitoba course in 2009.
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1.2 C L I E N T + D E S I G N
OBJECTIVES
The client’s objectives for the design
includes creating a drop-in facility for
youth, ages fifteen to twenty-nine, that
addresses their emotional needs through
art production while providing basic needs
services.
The client is a social service agency backed
by the City of Winnipeg through their
programs like the Winnipeg Arts Council.
The WAC’s Grants for Arts Organizations
require a strong element of community
impact that coincides with the initiatives of
this project (Winnipeg Arts Council, 2008,
p. 1). Another supportive stakeholder
will be The Winnipeg Foundation whose
Capital and Renovations Grant would
be essential source of start-up funds
(Winnipeg Foundation, 2010). The selected
site is part of Neighbourhoods Alive!’s
recently expanded community called the
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`Centennial` district. Neighbourhoods
Alive! provides financial support to
projects that share the goal of community
betterment (Peralta, 2007, p.2). A portion
of costs will be reliant on independent and
corporate donations.
Community outreach initiatives, including
hip-hop demonstrations, talks, and
installations will be offered in appreciation
for these contributions, but they will also
help further awareness of Out of Nowhere’s
cause. Any artwork sold as a result of
these initiatives will defy normative gallery
practice of witholding a commission from
art sales. Instead, proceeds will be shared
by the creators. Though the facility’s
function is to teach standard art practices
and life skills, by separating Out of Nowhere
from benefitting from their participants,
the primary concern of providing for them
is easily understood.

1.3 DESIGN INQUIRY
The design process for the Out of Nowhere art outreach facility is intended to
investigate the following concerns:

1.

Design an interior that physically engages urban street youth.

2.

Create a playful spatial experience to support Hip-Hop-related art production.
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1.4 CHAPTER
DESCRIPTIONS
Chapter 2 investigates the site and building
selection criteria for Out of Nowhere for
their suitability as an art drop-in centre for
Winnipeg’s homeless youth. Written and
graphic descriptions of both are provided
to help communicate the decision-making
process.
Chapter 3, Project Inquiry, provides
an overview of concerns regarding
contemporary homeless prevention.
Modern strategies revolve around youth
as the focus of this approach. Youth
goals, treatment, and issues are outlined
to develop an understanding of the root
causes of homelessness. The progression of
these issues is discussed while examining
problems faced specifically by homeless
youth and street life in general. From
here, the homeless stigma is explained to
illuminate the cycle of homelessness as a
result of ineffective care practices. Barriers
to positive, lasting change are discussed to
help strip away the misbelief that self-help
strategies are enough to end homelessness.
Part of preventative strategies revolves
around providing a sense of belonging
for youth to return to for support. Social
integration and acceptance in this context
provides a place to share, learn, and
potentially grow through the experience.
Drop-in facilities are outlined as one of
the more effective environments for
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providing this sense of inclusion because
of their flexible schedules. Art-related
drop-ins are particularly beneficial; they
are discussed for their ability to provide a
non-judgemental venue for self-expression
and non-verbal cues to staff.
Chapter 4, Theoretical Approach, describes
how art drop-in services often overlap
a great deal with the concept of play.
Through play an innate sense of belonging
and growth make difficult subjects easier
to discuss. This experience is similar to
the process of art critiques where group
sharing is a necessary component and
personal discoveries are common. The
idea behind this comparison is that by
purposefully following play theories the
resulting sense of community and skill
development is likely to be enriched,
yielding better emotional care for the user.
By designing a youth-specific facility while
employing Burghardt’s Play Criteria and the
Döll & Lefaivre’s PIP model for designing
with play, Out of Nowhere attempts
to improve upon generalized outreach
resources by adopting homeless prevention
strategies.

Chapter 5 is an overview of four different
precedents for the design of Out of
Nowhere. Resources Assistance for
Youth (RaY), 8,000 SF, is a non-partisan
outreach facility serving youth up to
age 29. This facility embodies a youthful
aesthetic while providing basic needs and
transitional services. The Graffiti Gallery,
10,500 SF, is a centre for urban youth to
experience the benefits of the creative
arts through a connection with Hip-Hop
culture. This facility focuses on youth
age 10 to 28 and has six branches of offsite, community programmes. Sketch
is a Toronto-based, 6,000 SF art space
where homeless participants, ages 15 to
29, can go to express their ideas through
art production. They use professionals to
create job opportunities and offer skillbuilding activities. Overall, these sites have
been investigated for their interpretation of
street culture, their artistic influences, and
their approach to managing services.
Chapter 6 is a presentation of the design’s
functional program. This portion identifies
the street youth as the primary users. The
program highlights their emotional and
physical needs that the Out of Nowhere
facility attempts to fulfill. The function of
the facility is outlined by explaining the
employee list, the subspaces necessary
to meet the users’ needs and the spatial
requirements for each subspace.

Chapter 7 presents the final design solution
of Out of Nowhere art outreach studio.
Process work, drawings, perspectives
and materials combine to illustrate the
design investigation. Spatial details are
provided. The completed design includes
art production studios for dance, music,
digital media, visual arts, and graffiti as well
as counselling offices, shower and laundry
facilities and multi-purposed lounges
for street youth. Staff are provided with
interspersed work stations to increase staffparticipant relationships. The staff room
and conference area, however, provide
spatial reprieve when needed. The final
design of the art outreach studio portion
of Out of Nowhere includes 15,000 square
feet over two floors and a mezzanine
addition.
To conclude, the Chapter 8 summarizes
the development, driving concerns and
final design decisions. In particular, this
section describes changes to the project’s
scope and the overarching limitations that
presented through this process. Reflection
on the final design leads to suggestions
for further interior design investigation.
Emphasis is also given to the significance
of youth-specific outreach care as an everchanging, on-going, social endeavour
that requires communal efforts to create
positive change.
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chapt 2: SITE

2.0 INTRODUCTION
To meet the needs of the client, the
site requires proximity to urban street
youth. The highest concentration of
activity is centralized in or around the
Exchange District. For “curbsiders who
rotate between the home and the street,”
(Higgitt, Ristock & Wingert, 2005, p. 59),
the city’s north end provides the closest
low-income housing options. Downtown
Winnipeg is relatively small compared to
other major Canadian cities so walking
from the neighbouring residential zones to
downtown is easy.
Winnipeg was defined for the rest of the
country as it grew out the trade industry.
Stemming from the intersection of The Red
River and the Assiniboine River, Winnipeg
developed as a link between East and
West with the introduction of the railway
(exchangedistrict.org). The arrival of
Eaton’s Place in 1916 sparked the decline
of Main Street as Portage Avenue slowly
became the heart of the city. Since then,
multiple strategies have attempted to bring
new life back to the north end. Recent
attempts have made headway with oneoff efforts branching from Main Street,
such as The Crocus Building, but there is a
realization that community-wide strategies
are needed (Millican, 2008).
Figure 2.1. Districts. This map depicts the districts
that influence Out of Nowhere in relation to
broader city context as well as surrounding trails
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and bike access.

DISTRICTS
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2.1 SITE SELECTION +
ANALYSIS
Out of Nowhere is located at 311 Alexander
Ave. at the border between the Centennial
and Exchange Districts – two very different
representations of Winnipeg’s inner city
life. The Centennial District includes many
vacant industrial buildings and suburban,
low-income housing (The City of Winnipeg,
2007). The Exchange District was dedicated
as a National Historic Site in 1997 and
incorporates architecture, business,
nightlife, art, and festivals into its uniquely
varied identity. Over 150 locations in this
area are designated as heritage buildings
(exchangedistrict.org). Overlap between
the two districts exists with the plan for
the expansion of the Exchange District. This
endeavour is meant to extend the vibrant
community in hopes of bringing new life
to dilapidated, but historically relevant
buildings at the fringes of the Centennial
District.
As the Exchange District grows, users’
needs are being addressed. Support for
biking within the city limits is visible with
the increase of dedicated bike lanes and
alterations to existing roads to make them
bike-friendly. City blocks make pedestrian
access a non-issue, however, trails are
important to note. Trails closest to the Out
of Nowhere site are located along the Red
River. Close inspection reveals make-shift
beds tucked into the woods, sheltered
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from passersby. This realization reinforces
the need for a site with room to grow to
include emergency housing for those youth
that fail to secure a bed for the night at
local emergency shelters.

Figure 2.2. River Camp. River trails are littered with
sand bags, discarded mattresses and blankets used
as makeshift bedding. The bushes help hide these
camps from neighbouring trails.

The warehouse building chosen for Out
of Nowhere is part of the eclectic mix of
Winnipeg’s downtown character sector;
it is a reminder of the history of the
railway, with a wide back alley that used
to accommodate trains pulling up to the
loading bay. The building is not classified
as a heritage site, but it does embody
the early 20th century warehouse style
that is demonstrated in a number of
surrounding buildings. It stands seven
storeys high and has an abundance of
windows measuring nearly eight by
ten feet, offsetting the heavy concrete
construction. This building sits on the
border where downtown residential zones.
Consequently, the best view overlooks

Figure 2.3. Districts + Parking. This map
depicts the intersection of district boundaries

EXCHANGE DISTRICT

around the site as well as neighbourhood

CENTENNIAL DISTRICT

green space and parking.

EXCHANGE DISTRICT EXPANSION
PRIMARY VEHICLE ROUTE
SECONDARY VEHICLE ROUTE

suburban housing and reduces the
industrial feeling of being surrounded by
converted warehouses. As demonstrated
through the Design Development
in Chapter 7, the design seeks to
emphasize a connetion to the surounding
residential neighbourhood.
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LAND USE
The buildings adjacent to the site at 311
Alexander consist of a church, an auction
house, a marketing company and a clothing
manufacturer. The variety of commercial
usage demonstrates how the ample floor
space prided by 20th century industrial
buildings lend themselves well to adaptive
reuse. In recent years, conversions of these
character buildings have been beneficial
to new users, creating greater vehicle and
pedestrian traffic. New construction is also
beginning to trickle west from the Red
River’s waterfront developments. The Out
of Nowhere site shares a city block with
an affordable housing complex completed
in 2012. The block to the south, however,

houses luxury, heritage condominiums
built in 2009. Two blocks west of the site
marks the edge of the Centennial District’s
low-income, suburban residential-area;
it acts as a middle ground between a
variety of walks-of-life that are brought
together by the city’s natural expansion.
Out of Nowhere offers an epicentre for
the patterns of movement for homeless
people. It is common for this group
to migrate between couch-surfing at
acquaintances’ homes and relying on urban
traffic for income generation.

VIETNAMESE MENNONITE CHURCH
333 Alexander Ave.
GOLDIN & CO.

DIRECT FOCUS MARKETING

MARRETTE DISTRIBUTORS

COMMUNICATIONS INC

263 Stanley St.

315 Pacific Ave.

OUT OF NOWHERE
311 Alexander Ave.
KAYE’S AUCTION HOUSE
263 Stanley St.

Figure 2.4. Adjacent Buildings. This perspective
is taken to the West of the Out of Nowhere site
at the intersection of Lizzie St. and Alexander Ave.
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Figure 2.5. Land Use. A heavier concentration
of public buildings to the south highlights the
edge of the current Exchange district. This
map indicates the variety of occupancy types
influencing the Out of Nowhere site.

OFFICES
FOOD
VACANT
RESIDENTIAL
EDUCATION
COMMERCIAL
INDUSTRIAL
PARKADE
PUBLIC BUILDING
PRIMARY VEHICLE
SECONDARY VEHICLE
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CIRCULATION
The building at 311 Alexander Avenue is
ideal as a resource serving Winnipeg`s
homeless community because of its close
proximity to many local support resources
(See figure 2.8); Siloam Mission is two
blocks away and The Main Street Project
is only six blocks away. Also, this location
serves as a midpoint between other artrelated programs. Congregating resources
in this manner accommodates this
demographic and their reliance on walking
as its primary means of transport (Gaylor,
2003).
The primary traffic flow in this area runs
north to south, with Main Street being
a major thoroughfare for entering and
leaving the city. Logan Avenue is secondary
to Main Street, but is still considered
a primary traffic flow area because it
serves many large industrial vehicles for
crosstown access. The secondary streets
see less pedestrian traffic as many of the
surrounding buildings are vacant. Princess
Street and Logan Avenue offer the closest
bus stops, however, Main Street has more
frequent busses. The patterns of pedestrian
traffic also indicate that the public is more
likely to approach Out of Nowhere from the
east. Despite neighbouring The Exchange
District, the building is not well known
and tends to blend with other surrounding
vacancies and industrial warehouses.
Street-level engagement is needed to
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invite potential users that are accessing
other local resources. Because users may
travel by bus, bike or foot, interest must be
generated with immediacy, without losing
a sense of local character.

Figure 2.6. Circulation. This map depicts the
primary and secondary roads and the different

BIKE LANES

traffic patterns influencing the site.

BIKE-FRIENDLY ROADS
MAJOR PEDESTRIAN
CONCENTRATION
MAJOR TRAFFIC
CONCENTRATION
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CLIMATE
Analysis of weather patterns can impact
heavily on the success of any design. It
is particularly important in Winnipeg,
Manitoba where climate extremes and
rapidly changing weather conditions are
closely tied to the city’s identity. The
winter and summer sun paths provide the
most light to the south facing windows.
The neighbouring building`s block a large
portion of light penetration to the lower
floors, but the early morning and late
afternoon sun is accessed through a large
number of warehouse windows on the
east and west side of the building as well.
Programmatic functions take place midday
to early evening meaning that painting
instruction should be distributed along
the south and west walls to best access
the natural light. The north wall only has
one window per floor. This side also has
the closest neighbouring building. Both
these feature help to limit the influence of
the cooler, winter winds. Using a double
set of entry doors is common in this city
to provide climate control of the building
entryways. Including this feature into the
design helps to express a retreat from the
conditions on Winnipeg’s streets as well as
provide comfort to the staff that work in
the lobby.
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Figure 2.7. Climate. This map depicts primary
summer and winter winds as well as sun paths
affecting the Out of Nowhere site.

PREDOMINANT
SUMMER +
WINTER WINDS
SUMMER SUNRISE
+ SUNSET
WINTER SUNRISE
+SUNSET
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2.2 BUILDING SELECTION
Marxen explains that to fulfill the purpose
of an art institution, art must be extracted
from its “traditional elitist pedestal” and
immersed within communities (2008, p.
131). This description is especially fitting
as a starting point for outlining building
selection criteria for an art outreach
studio because instead of money, power
or prestige, the user is realigned to the
forefront of artistic concerns.
To establish a connection to my primary
users, Winnipeg’s existing homeless and
art-related resources are depicted in figures
5.3 and 5.4. Reflecting on both forms of
community outreach, a linear pattern
emerges extending from Winnipeg’s North
end, through the downtown core and
jogging over slightly to the West Broadway
neighbourhood. Siloam Mission is located
at the heart of this pattern of services.
My research shows that this facility offers
the most inclusive list of basic needs
services (See table 2.1). In particular, their
food provisions feed approximately 800
people three times a day (www.siloam.
ca). Clement and Karabanow (2004)
explain that without meeting the basic
necessities of life, emotional concerns
and skill-building efforts are likely to be
inconsequential. With this realization,
Siloam Mission becomes a major factor
in targeting homeless persons that are
actively participating in basic needs
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services in order to promote integration
into art-related programming. With the
Graffiti Gallery located only a few blocks
away, the significance of this area is
reinforced with specific reference to youth
involvement (See figure 2.9). Mapping the
locations of services also helps to illustrate
public transit and pedestrian routes that
are explored further in figure 2.5.
Because this demographic is not likely
to rely on vehicle access, parking
accommodation is a minor concern that
relates primarily to secondary users. The
building, however, needs to accommodate
the delivery of supplies for the entire
facility. Also, despite the focus on the
prevention of homelessness, consideration
of the ever-growing homeless youth
population needs to be addressed by
finding a building that allows for the
expansion of services (Friesen, Lemaire,
& Patton, 2008). Elevator access must be
present to provide accessibility for users
and delivery of supplies to each floor.
Separation between basic needs services
from areas for emotional and skill-building
activities also needs to be possible without
losing a sense that these functions coexist
to support each other. For the purpose
of providing an optimal art-experience,
access to natural light needs to be present
for painting-related studio work. Ideally,
the building selection should represent
the theoretical and creative intentions

that have emerged through research
for this project; following this idea,
the concept of up-cycling has become
important and can be demonstrated on
a larger scale through adaptive reuse of
an existing building. By incorporating key
elements of a building’s history, there is
greater association with developing an
instinctually relatable identity (The Cloud
Insitute, 2012).
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Figure 2.8. Existing Homeless Resources. This
map depicts the north-south linear pattern of
existing homeless resources in Winnipeg. Walking
and transit times help to imagine how different
Winnipeg homeless outreach services might
interact through programming availability.
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EXISTING
HOMELESS
RESOURCES
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Figure 2.9. Existing Art Resources. This map
depicts the north-south linear pattern of existing
art resources in Winnipeg. Walking and transit
times help to imagine how different Winnipeg
art outreach services might interact through
programming availability.
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EXISTING
ART
RESOURCES
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HOMELESS RESOURCES COMPARISON

AGAPE TABLE INC.

X

YOUTH SUPPORT

TRANSPORT

STREET OUTREACH

SPIRITUAL SUPPORT

SHOWERS

REFERRALS

PET SUPPLIES

LAUNDRY

HEALTH

HAIRCUTS

FOOD

EMERGENCY SHELTER

DROP-IN ACTIVITIES

DETOX UNIT

CRISIS CENTRE

COMPUTERS

LOCAL RESOURCES:.

CLOTHING

BASIC NEEDS RESOURCES:

X

B.U.I.L.D.

X

IKWE-WIDDJIITIWIN

X

MA MAWI WI CHI
ITATA CENTRE

X

X

MACDONALD YOUTH
SERVICES

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NATIVE WOMEN’S
TRANSITION CENTRE

X

NDINAWE RESOURCE
CENTRE

X

R.A.Y.

X

X

SILOAM MISSION

X

X

THE MAIN STREET
PROJECT

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Table 2.1. Homeless Resources Comparison. This table illustrates the basic needs resources and transitional
services offered within inner-city Winnipeg. Based on the criteria investigated, Siloam Mission provides
the most well-rounded services. Youth are specifically accommodated through B.U.I.L.D., Macdonlad Youth
Services and R.A.Y.. There is also a strong representation of service programs for the Aboriginal community.
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BANKING AID

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

DRIVERS TRAINING
EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT
TRAINING
FIELD TRIPS

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
SUPPORT

PARENTING
PROGRAMME

MONEY
MANAGEMENT

HOUSING

HEALTH

CULTURAL
RESOURCES

COUNSELING

COMPUTER LENDING

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

ADVOCACY

TRANSITION SERVICES:

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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ART RESOURCES COMPARISON

AGAPE TABLE INC.
B.U.I.L.D.
IKWE-WIDDJIITIWIN
MA MAWI WI CHI ITATA CENTRE
MACDONALD YOUTH SERVICES
NATIVE WOMEN’S TRANSITION CENTRE
NDINAWE RESOURCE CENTRE
R.A.Y.
SILOAM MISSION
THE MAIN STREET PROJECT
LOCAL ART OUTREACH RESOURCES:.
ART CITY
ART JUNKTION
GRAFFITI GALLERY
STUDIO 393
MARTHA STREET STUDIO
NORTH END ARTS CENTRE
YOUTH ARTISTS PROGRAM
SUCCESSFUL ART OUTREACH EXAMPLES:
LARKIN STREET (SAN FRANCISCO, CA - 1984)
Leave Out Violence (LOVE) (Haliburton, ON - 1993)
PAVED Arts Outreach (Saskatoon, SK - 2003)
Saint City (Santa Ana, CA - 2007)
Sanctuary Art Centre (Seattle, WA - 2003)
Street-Level Youth Media (Chicago, IL - 1995)
Unity Charity (Toronto, ON - 2007)

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

DRAWING

DJ / EMCEEING

DRAMA

DANCE

CRAFTING

CULTURAL ARTS

COLLAGE

LOCAL OUTREACH
RESOURCES:.

CHAINMAIL

ART RESOURCES:

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

Table 2.2. Art Resources Comparison. This table illustrates the art resources offered within inner-city
Winnipeg. The Graffiti Gallery demonstrates the most well-rounded services with a diverse array of off-shoot
programs such as Studio 393. Their atypical programming, grounded in Hip-Hop instead of the traditional
visual arts, has provided much of their success. Other Winnipeg facilities with diverse functions tend to
be culturally specific and, therefore, exclusive to some extent. The successful art outreach examples from
outside of Manitoba also demonstrated a reliance on Hip-Hop culture through their programming selection
with music, music recording, poetry and media arts being most popular.
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X
MEDIA ARTS

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

WRITING

SEWING

SCREEN PRINTING

SCULPTURE

ORiGAMI

POETRY

PHOTOGRAPHY

PAINTING

MUSIC RECORDING

MUSIC

MIXED MEDIA

LEATHERWORK

GRAFFITI
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
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2.3 BUILDING ANALYSIS
The building chosen for this project offers
77,000 square feet over seven floors at the
intersection of by Alexander Avenue and
Stanley Street. It has a strong connection
with related resources and the ample
room for multiple tenancies. Today this
site is mostly unoccupied and the owner
is seeking new tenancy. This structure is
not adjoined to surrounding buildings,
allowing access via alleyways on two
sides, a parking lot and a loading bay.
Because the building is not recognized as
a heritage building, the exterior aesthetic
can be altered to suit the current usage and
alleviate limitations regarding marketing
strategies applied to the faҫade. There is
also an abundance of oversized windows
that provide natural light creating an ideal
studio setting. Large windows also permit
views into the building that can lessen
the need for exterior marketing; this may
help preserve the building’s history while
providing community awareness of the
facility’s reimagined identity.
The building was first occupied by a
bag manufacturer called the Bemis Bag
Company; it has changed little from its
original purpose since its completion in
1906 (See figure 2.10). In 1948 the name
of the company changed to Bonar &
Bemis. Today it is referred to as Endurapak
and continues to make bags for different
purposes, from house covers to sand
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bags. Industrial sewing machines and
manufacturing materials are prominent
features in an otherwise empty interior
environment. This building is noted as
being one of the first concrete, multi-level
structures in Winnipeg. This construction
was meant to exceed building standards
of the time with greater fire resiliency and
height.
In the manner that artist Joseph Beuys
presented the philosophy that anyone
can be an artist, the Out of Nowhere
facility will aim to promote today’s notion
that anywhere can be an art institution
(Putnam, 192). Even though the location
conveys loss and forgotten spaces, positive
changes are slowly taking place for the
betterment of the community. This site in
turn will further suggest the positive nature
of change and possibility.

Figure 2.10. Bemis Bag Co. A drawing of the
Winnipeg Bemis Bag company in its industrial
prime expresses its previous significance as one of
the first concrete structures in the city.

Year of Construction: 1906
Existing Square Footage: 77,000 SFW
Original Name: Bemis Bag Building
Current Name: Endurapak Inc. Building
Original Building Type: Factory / Warehouse
Zoning: C (Character Sector)
Architect: Unknown
Building Construction: Concrete
Property Influences: Street Corner,
2 Loading Zones, Vietnamese Mennonite
Church, Parking Lot

Figure 2.11. Scale. A contemporary photo of the view
from Alexander Avenue and Stanley St. intersection
with scale reference object illustrated below.
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Figure 2.12. View North. On the north
-most side the view includes the smaller
of the two alleys and a different style of
warehouse - brick with arched windows and
keystone embellishments.

Figure 2.13. View East. The view to the
east shows new residential development
juxtaposed with a brick warehouse with
parking access. The unusually wide back
alley used to be a passage for trains.

Figure 2.14. View South. Crossing
Stanley Street, the brick building to the
South is an example of a repurposed
warehouse now used for office space
by a marketing company. Like many
neighbouring buildings some floors are
left unoccuppied.

Figure 2.15. View West. Looking west there
is a well-kept, but very small Vietnamese
Mennonite Church. Going north there is also
parking and the Salvation Army`s Community
and Family Services building.
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Figure 2.16. Existing Floor Plan. Access was
granted to get an approximate plan of the 3rd
floor (NTS).

Figure 2.17. South-West View. The
view from the south-west corner at the
intersection of Stanley St. and Alexander
Ave. provides the most scenic view over a
residential block to the west, indicating the
edge of the industrial zone.
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EXISTING BUILDING
CONDITION
This site provides some design challenges
in order to provide an atmosphere that
conveys safety while maintaining some of
its rugged character. The layers of peeling
paint, cracked concrete and drafty windows
currently hinder feelings of ease while
exploring this space (See figures 2.19, 2.20
and 2.22). The façade is no exception and
it is expected to require refinishing and
removal of some bricked-in windows. All
windows need to be salvaged and replaced
to increase energy efficiency. Plumbing
stacks have been approximated as access

was not possible, but the design considers
the existing general location to minimize
the need for major changes. Electricity
is delivered through power lines on the
south-facing side of the building. The
south-east corner houses a stack for the
delivery of steam heat (See figure 2.18).
The walls and columns are coupled with
heating pipes throughout the facility (See
figure 2.19). Radiators are key features on
the first floor, mezzanine level and in the
stairwells (See figure 2.20). Mechanical
systems are intended to be brought up to
date during the building’s conversion to an
art outreach studio.

Figure 2.18. Hydro + Mechanical Stack. Hydro-lines and the mechanical stack are
visible along Alexander Avenue. Boarded-up windows and cracks in the exterior facade
are also apparent from this view and require the most attention in order to reestablish
visual interaction between the interior environment and the street.
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Figure 2.19. Pipes + Paint. Pipes and peeling

Figure 2.20. Radiator. Floral details on

paint show the need for modernizing

radiators use ornate patterns that are not in

mechanical systems.

keeping with the rest of the building, making
removal appropriate.

Figure 2.22. Wall Cracks. Doorway cracks

wall offer ample vehicle access. Removal of

reveal the need for structural evaluation and

outdated and unsafe loading areas is required.

restoration work.

v

Figure 2.21. Loading. The north and east

v

vv

Fig. 2.20

Fig. 2.19
Fig. 2.21
Fig. 2.18
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EXISTING BUILDING

Figure 2.23. Stairs. Black pipe hand rails

Figure 2.24. 3rd Floor Entry. View upon entry

delineate space much like graffiti writing.

to the 3rd floor where yellow lines regulate
pathways throughout the floor.

Figure 2.25. Industrial Door. Swing door with

Figure 2.26. Existing Main Entry. Main entrance

barn door still intact from previous function-

off Stanley Street with view to the church.

both contribute to a heavy industrial look.
Fig. 2.24

Fig. 2.25
Fig. 2.24
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vv

v
v

Fig. 2.24

Figure 2.27. Freight Elevator. East side

Figure 2.28. Column. The unique eleven-

freight elevator.

sided columns mimic a fluting effect that

v

seems ornate instead of geometric.

0
5.3

Figure 2.29. Window. Oversized window on

Figure 2.30. Lockers. Storage draws locker

the south side of the building provide ideal

reference away from educational ties and

studio light.

connects them with an industrial setting.

v

v

Fig. 2.29

v

v

Fig. 2.28
Fig. 2.26
Fig. 2.27
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EXISTING BUILDING FINISHES & EQUIPMENT

Figure 2.31. Palettes. 3rd floor plate is filled

Figure 2.32. Industrial Printer. Industrial

with palettes and different types of bags. Staff

printers provide contrast from the geometric

uses the stacks as a work surface for different

structural surroundings.

activities - inspiration for industrial furnishings.

Figure 2.33. Sewing Machine. Sewing

Figure 2.34. Open-Rack Storage. Open-rack

machines contrast rustic surroundings with

storage provides interest with scale and

dark, monochromatic lines conveying that this

colour, while materials are accessed quickly.

space is for serious activity.

The absence of doors or locks suggest this
space encourages self-management.
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Figure 2.35. Mesh Wire. Mesh wire was

Figure 2.36. Paint. The interior permits users

used for varying applications, creating a

to engage with space freely in certain areas.

hexagonal print against the walls.

Splattered paint describes the history of
work created here.

Figure 2.37. Sprockets. Boxes of shiny

Figure 2.38. Wall Grate. Geometric pattern

sprockets are a bold, yet pleasing contrasts

created by wall grate shows historic

to the environment, inviting staff to pick

character not seen in new construction of

them up and play with them.

industrial buildings.
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CT
chapt 3: PROJE
INquiry

“ W E T H I N K W E U N D E R S TA N D T H E R U L E S
WHEN WE BECOME ADULT S, BUT WHAT WE
R E A L LY E X P E R I E N C E D I S A N A R R O W I N G
O F T H E I M A G I N A T I O N . ” David Lynch, 1992
3.0 PROJECT INQUIRY
Discussing homelessness and the study
of interior design lacks an immediate
correlation. These topics seem to exist on
either end of a spectrum of social interests.
Homelessness brings up connotations
of neglect and being unkempt, whereas
interior design evokes notions of efficiency,
style and great care. Contemporary
standards of care for the homeless
population are beginning to address this
dichotomy, but due to increasing demands
and limited financial support, outreach
resources often get by as homeless persons
do, by addressing only the basic needs.
Today, effective outreach strategies
for homelessness focus on the idea of
prevention. Reaching youth before they
become fully accepting of street life is
integral to this process. Primarily this effort
focuses on addressing emotional burdens
of homelessness (Clement & Karabanow,
2004). From this perspective the gap
between interior design and homelessness
is lessened by the fact that interior design
has a long history of effectively addressing
emotional concerns.
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The following chapter presents an overview
of topics regarding contemporary homeless
prevention that are important to the design
of the Out of Nowhere art outreach studio.
This examination begins by providing
an understanding of youth and typical
transitions into homelessness. From here,
street life and the corresponding stigmas
attached to this lifestyle lend insight into
the challenges faced by these youth. The
cyclical nature of homelessness is discussed
with specific reference to common barriers
that prevent positive change. Developing
a strong sense of belonging is outlined
in order to ease emotional aspects of
user participation. Drop-in resources are
described for their current success that
stems primarily from offering flexible
schedules. Art-related drop-ins take this
idea further by providing a venue for selfexpression in a socially accepted context.
These subjects combine to present a
platform of current issues and practices
as well as serving as inspiration for further
theoretical study found in Chapter 3 on the
topic of play.

3.1 YOUTH
Youth has historically been defined as
the adolescent or ‘teen’ years. Today, it
can refer to people ranging in age from
twelve to thirty (Oliver, 2013, p. 4). For the
purposes of this project, the term youth
refers loosely to anyone in the age range of
fifteen to twenty-nine; rigid adherence to
specific ages is counter-productive to the
restorative and preventative aspects of this
project. Though this selection seems broad,
a common feature of homeless youth is
that they meet maturation milestones at
different rates than the general population
(Friesen, Lemaire, & Patton, 2008, p. 4).
People beyond twenty-nine are more likely
to be resistant to change and influence
younger generations (Bridgman, 2006, p.
183). The targeted users are those young
people who have not become chronically
homeless and who do not possess firmly
ingrained coping mechanisms needed
to survive the difficult lifestyle that
is homelessness.
The developmental tasks of adolescence
are to define a sense of self, carving out
a place for personal identity, separating
from parental controls, and becoming
accountable for one’s actions (Heinze,
Jozefowicz & Toro, 2010 , p. 1366). Much
of this learning can be characterised as
developing common sense through trial
and error. In most cases, this education
takes place in a supportive family
environment. The learning is celebrated

and independent, therefore enabling
productive adulthood to follow.
Without constructive support of the trial
and error process, youth may perceive
life lessons as failure. This misconception
can lead to the development of a negative
sense of self, feelings of worthlessness
and resignation to poor life circumstances.
Coupling an unsupportive home life with
other social assaults such as abuse, drug
use and rejection can push youth out of
what should be a protective, nurturing
environment (Gaetz & O’Grady, 2002; Lu &
Yuen, 2012).
The increasing inclusivity of the term
‘youth’ makes it apparent that this period
of life is not a biological phase but a social
construct (Oliver, 2013, p. 4). This time
denotes an era of transition, but it often
leaves youth to be misunderstood as
deficient social members. Consequently,
many youth now turn to online venues
of interaction to experiment with their
emerging identity. Communication
through social networks provides multiple
perspectives of life’s various challenges
with the ability to self-regulate the
identity portrayed. Sharing life experiences
encourages persistence toward goal
attainment despite the impact of everchanging obstacles (Bauer, Champagne,
Fitzer, Harper, Hendry & Woelfer, 2011;
H i g g i tt , R i sto c k & W i n ge r t , 2 0 0 5 ;
Oliver, 2013).
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For youth, these obstacles are commonly
attributed to limitations placed on selfassertion through power struggles with
authority figures. Intentions behind these
limits may be honourable, for protection
against violence or even the media’s
impact, but youth is a time to experiment.
Generally and usually subconsciously,
social attitudes towards this demographic
fail to celebrate the learning process
that comes with this period of transition.
Instead, the public sphere presents youth
with high levels of surveillance. Cameras,
security guards, and extensive rules
illustrate the widespread mistrust of their
behaviour (Oliver, 2013). Monitoring these
environments in this manner depicts
an expectation of immaturity that may
contribute to demoralizing youth’s sense
of social responsibility.
The term “emergent adulthood” is a
contemporary term signifying the extension
of youth’s delineation beyond the teenage
years. Current economic and educational
trends have resulted in a rise in the number
of people delaying typical adult milestones
such as acquiring a home, a life partner,
and a career (Averill, et al., 2010, p. 8;
Oliver, 2013). This term is also associated
with experimentation in terms of “finding
one’s self”. For many this process means
verifying opinions on constraints placed
on them earlier in life. Drug use, both
prescription and street-based, and sex
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with multiple partners are noted forms of
experimental self-assertion. Discouragingly,
these actions also contribute to the spread
of disease, addiction, and emotional
instability (Oliver, 2013).

3.2 HOMELESS YOUTH
Though youth decisions are discussed as
either right or wrong, these choices are not
to be confused as the determinants that
lead to homelessness – they are part of
this time of life. Homelessness, however, is
the effect of a series of socially constructed
inequalities (Higgitt, Ristock & Wingert,
2005; Klonk, 2009). These facilitators are
embedded in systems that dictate social
policies regarding legal, educational, foster
care, et cetera. For many, unfortunate
circumstances create a negative cycle that
ripples throughout multiple systems and
carries on for a number of years, if not a
life time.
Youth that are forced out or choose to
leave home are typically unaware of the full
scope of demands that independent living
entails (Gaetz & O’Grady, 2002; Oliver,
2013). They face the challenge of providing
their own food and shelter with the twofold marginalization both as homeless
and youth. They have no social voice, no
address, and no vote. Speaking up against
the injustices that led to their situation is
out of reach and unattainable, as all their
energy is spent seeking necessities of life.

3.3 STREET LIFE
For homeless youth, living on the street
is usually a last resort. Relationships have
typically deteriorated to a point where
‘couch surfing’ options are exhausted
(Bauer, et al., 2011; Higgitt, Ristock
& Wingert, 2005). On the street they
become nearly invisible to mainstream
society, sleeping in temporary, interstitial
spaces such as underpasses, bus shelters,
and parks. Atypical usage of public space
often causes discomfort from an outsider
perspective. As a response, some city
regulations frame these encounters as
unsafe for mainstream citizens (Alderman
& Moreau, 2011, p. 106; Clement &
Karabanow, 2004, p. 94). This mentality
has enabled support for efforts like street
furniture that makes lying down impossible,
pushing the homeless further from innercity life (Oliver, 2013, p. 118). Subsequently,
they are victimized by society as a whole.
Their physical, mental, and emotional
health suffer; they are at greater risk of
becoming victims of crime (Gaetz, 2010;
Oliver, 2013); they are stigmatized. They
lack privacy, dignity, and eventually, they
may lack hope.
In this dehumanizing environment, youth’s
emerging sense of self suffers. They do
not ‘belong’ anywhere. Relationships are
frequently based on obtaining necessities
of life through performance of domestic
duties and sexual acts (Gaetz & O’Grady,

2002; Oliver, 2013). Theft of anything
valuable is probable (Bauer, et al., 2011);
even a health card becomes a struggle
to maintain (Oliver, 2013). With no home
and no address, getting a job is virtually
impossible, eliminating a major source of
social identity in mainstream society. Over
and over, their sense of self takes a beating.

3.4 THE HOMELESS STIGMA
To the general public homelessness
exists outside the boundary of “normal”
life. Allowing this group to be physically
ostracized as well reinforces the
acceptance of “out of sight, out of mind”.
The homeless population is, however, part
of civil society and should be provided for
within mainstream contexts.
Unfortunately, this is not always the reality
of contemporary society. “Ocular intrusion”
(Oliver, 2013, p. 112) refers to the standard
lack of privacy afforded to the homeless
population. Normal consumer activities are
often refused based on appearance without
first proving intent to purchase. Homeless
youth are often infantilized despite many
factors that contribute to early maturation.
This is particularly evident in healthcare
situations and sexual education (Bridgman,
1998; Friesen, Lemaire, & Patton, 2008;
Oliver, 2013)
Social constructs have created an attitude
of hopelessness toward dealing with the
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homeless. Consequently, the diversity and
unique circumstances of this population
is overlooked (Bauer, et al., 2011; Gaetz
& O’Grady, 2002). Standards of care suffer
as a result. Also, in an attempt to “fit in”,
street youth commonly hide indications
that may reveal their homeless status
(Oliver, 2013). Trepidation in revealing this
information may contribute to assumptions
being made by outreach professionals,
therefore continuing a negative cycle.
For homeless youth, the process of defining
the self is simultaneously typical and
atypical of adolescence; it is quite fluid and
based on context, as with all adolescents.
However, extreme living conditions and
unsupportive communities make social
acceptance difficult for them to understand
and harder to achieve (Bantchevska, et
al., 2008; Clement, & Karabanow, 2004).
Every member of society deals with a
similar dichotomy between advantaged
and marginalized aspects of identity. For
example, at school self-image draws from
being a student whereas at a shelter
perceptions are tied to representations
of homelessness (Oliver, 2013). Many
self-generated and externally-imposed
identities are possible over the course of
one’s life or even day-to-day. Recognizing
this fact through social connections
can be empowering to homeless youth
a n d e n l i g hte n i n g to m e m b e rs o f
mainstream society.
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Another influence on homeless youth’s
social understanding and sense of self
comes from within their already limited
social networks: other older, more
chronically homeless people. Older,
chronically homeless people are noted
as having misconceptions toward youth
services and tend to foster animosity in
respect to equal distribution of provisions
and services. The misbeliefs that youth
receive greater access to care by
government or familial support has been
known to lead to re-victimization (Oliver,
2013, p. 102).

3.5 BARRIERS TO
POSITIVE CHANGE
Homeless youth often reference years of
perceived mistreatment and failure by
social systems as facilitators for turning
to the street; it is also a large factor in
keeping them there. They harbour longstanding distrust of all things ‘government’
(Bantchevska, et al., 2008; Clement &
Karabanow, 2004; Richmond & Smith,
2012). Years of poverty in childhood,
observing parents who were subject to
inequalities through lay-offs, inadequate
assistance for medical and dental care,
inadequate addictions counseling, and
little assistance with child rearing and care
are common life histories for homeless
youth. Their experiences with the foster
care system are no better, often failing
to provide adequately for their basic

physical and emotional needs. Rigid
rules allowed no creative assistance with
individual needs. With resentment and no
expectation of real help, homeless youth
are lead to reject the same systems that
failed them in childhood (Oliver, 2013).
For those street youth who attempt to
attend school, insecurities are repeatedly
reaffirmed as being outside the “norm”
through typical classroom practices. This
experience is often the cause of learning
disabilities associated with instable living
environments. Bullying by peers is a regular
outcome (Richmond & Smith, 2012, p.
7). The snowball effect of these extrinsic
conditions plays a large part in generating
fear of authority and disillusioned
self-awareness that can perpetuate
negative cycles.
Early exposure to violence, alcohol
abuse, and drugs all play a strong role
in acceptance of poor circumstances
as common to daily life (Averill, et al.,
2010; Friesen, Lemaire, & Patton, 2008;
Richmond & Smith, 2012). Violence in
particular can lessen the trust and cause
long-term emotional damage (Lu & Yuen,
2012; Oliver, 2013). Altered world-views
support disconnection from mainstream
ideals and a shift toward acquiring a
personalized set of social values. From
here, the leap to crime is understandable
as a source of employment in times of

need. Though panhandling, squeegeeing,
and holding doors for shoppers may seem
like the best solution (Gaetz & O’Grady,
2002, p. 441), “quality of life” crimes are
receiving heightened attention from police
as laws are demanding more severity
with punishments (Ferrell, 1995, p. 80).
Obtaining a criminal record can also hinder
a lot of future opportunities with regard
to obtaining a regular job (Brown, Higgitt,
Ristock & Wingert, 2005, p. 95). In times
of greater crisis, approval of smaller crimes
can become a gateway to more risky
financial strategies such as drug dealing
and prostitution.
Living on the street presents many high
risk situations that can be detrimental
to personal health. “[F]oot problems,
re s p i ra t o r y i l l n e s s e s , n u t r i t i o n a l
deficiencies, tooth decay and skin
infections,” (Oliver, 2013, p. 13) are
typical concerns. This group is also, “10
to 12 times more likely to contract bloodborne infections and sexually transmitted
infections (STIs),” (Oliver, 2013, p. 13). The
leading cause of homeless youth fatalities
is suicide. This phenomenon can easily be
linked to the high rates of Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD) and other mental
health concerns that go untreated within
this population (Oliver, 2013, p.144-5). For
instance, “street sickness” is a form of malaise
derived from compounding health and life
circumstances related to life on the street
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(Higgitt, Ristock & Wingert, 2005 , p. 69).
From an outsider’s perspective street
sickness may be over-simplified as laziness,
but multiple health concerns, various
doctors, and a lack of transportation can
make finding the mental strength to push
forward extremely difficult. Even timekeeping and scheduling can be a challenge
when living without the proper resources
(Bridgman, 2004; Clement & Karabanow,
2004). Correlations between positive social
supports and maintaining resiliency in the
wake of overwhelming trauma is evident
from a research standpoint, but currently
lacks social recognition.
With every diagnosis street youth face
another stigma on top of their existing
homeless marginalization. Most complaints
about the interactions with the health
care system relate to feelings of neglect
or ignorance (Clement & Karabanow,
2004). Appointments are brief leaving
patients to feel like a source of income
instead of a patient with meaningful
concerns. With existing evidence showing
the interrelationship of homeless health
concerns it is understandable that this
group should be receiving more, instead of
less, time when it comes to patient care.
Contemporary standards leave street youth
to prefer self-treatment methods that
enable health concerns to go unaddressed
(Oliver, 2013).
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The transitory nature of homeless people
also adds to the difficultly of their situation.
Receiving the care they need often requires
proper identification that can be left behind
in a frenzied escape from a tumultuous
living environment. Identification is also
seen as a valuable commodity (Higgitt,
Ristock & Wingert, 2005). Ownership of
proper ID is easily observed based on
where access is granted. Theft, therefore,
can be planned with minimal effort.
Migration from home can also mean the
loss of parental consent. For those under
the age of majority, bureaucratic policies for
maintaining minimal standards of care can
become too complicated to be bothered
with when the fight for daily survival takes
precedence (Averill, et al., 2010; Gaetz &
O’Grady, 2002; Higgitt, Ristock & Wingert,
2005). For immigrants, migration can mean
the loss of educational equivalency, social
connection, and cultural understanding
that can further isolate this group from
accessing support (Gessler & Maes, 2011;
Oliver, 2013). Culturally-specific healing
practices may also differ from supports that
are in place (Oliver, 2013).
Similarly, race and sexual preference play
a big part in feeling socially accepted.
Discrimination manifests in the lives of
homeless youth in a number of ways.
Access to housing, competing for jobs, and
general information acquisition are integral

to the process of change and can easily be
manipulated out of cultural or sexual biases
(Gessler & Maes, 2011; Oliver, 2013).

3.6 BELONGING
In order to provide effective care for street
youth it is important to first develop a sense
of belonging. Focusing on this concern will
support initial use, trust, and continued
success of programmes (Bantchevska, et
al., 2008; Bridgman, 2004; Green & SealyRuiz, 2011; Richmond & Smith, 2012).
To the general public, connotations of
belonging usually relate to the idea of
home, where relationships of trust were
first strengthened as a child. For the
homeless, who may not have experienced
“normal” upbringing, hominess is more
about exhibiting inclusivity (Oliver, 2013).
A welcoming environment may help
combat years of overlapping forms of
social exclusion. Demonstrating inclusion
may mean re-establishing a sense of
citizenship and self-worth in a mainstream
context. “[T]reating people the same is
not synonymous with treating people
equitably,” (Oliver, 2013, p. 136). For this
purpose, environmental components must
signify difference from existing outreach
resources that reference past intolerances
of youth-specific needs. Many shelters
foster ideas of Otherness within the strict
rules placed on behaviour (Bantchevska,
et al., 2008; Bridgman, 2004; Heinze,

Jozefowicz & Toro, 2010). Limits on spatial
interaction or personalization can weaken
the feeling of belonging. Being able to
put up posters or have access to secure
storage for personal items can make the
difference between feelings of acceptance
or imprisonment. First impressions are
important for suspicious youth that have
continually been ostracized from public
institutions. Spatial signifiers, therefore,
must overtly express the democratic
intentions behind the facility’s purpose
(Oliver, 2013). Employing varied methods of
participant communication can help show
that decision are not made in isolation,
but the opinions of those served are taken
into account.
Social support is heavily connected to
the ability to generate positive, personal
change. Social systems, however, have
shifted the idea of helping the homeless
away from concepts of community efforts
towards concepts of self-betterment
(Oliver, 2013; Patterson & tweed, 2009).
The latter idea is by no means a bad thing,
but it can be used to justify cutting off
community involvement and resources. For
homeless youth this attitude can place too
much importance on immediate benefits
and not on long-term goals. For instance,
instead of caring for one’s mental health, a
low-prestige, poorly scheduled job seems
more valuable from this perspective.
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Though many street youth are mistakenly
assumed to be lazy from ignorant-outsider
perspectives (Clement & Karabanow, 2004),
they are in fact an incredibly resourceful
and resilient group (Oliver, 2013, p. 15).
They have faced homelessness as part of
their life story and they carry that identity
for the rest of their lives (Bridman, 1998,
p. 56). Despite the emotional and physical
burdens that this awareness places on
them, many also develop creative ways
to utilize or advance their skills while
maintaining a sincere trust that the future
will be brighter (Gaetz & O’Grady, 2002).

appointments with doctors or counselors
is difficult. If meetings are missed, youth
are less likely to want to try the same
approach if it has already failed (Clement
& Karabanow, 2004; Oliver 2013). Dropin facilities are beneficial in overcoming
some of the obstacles of service delivery
by presenting a non-committal relationship
with programming and providing flexible
hours (Bantchevska, et al., 2008; Clement
& Karabanow, 2004).

In recent years international support has
grown for more well-rounded approaches
to helping the homeless. Greater focus on
prevention has meant the needs of youth
are starting to be represented. NIMBYism
(“not in my backyard”), however, remains
a prevalent subtext through various social
systems. As a result, public opinion still
relegates outreach resources to isolated,
less desirable areas. In many cases service
facilities are scattered across city limits
causing youth to go without meeting their
basic needs (Bridgman, 1998; Oliver, 2013).
This mentality is not conducive to achieving
the demand for preventative measures that
begin with harm reduction strategies.

Some drop-ins use a mainstream concept,
such as art or religious affiliations, to initiate
participation and encourage continued
use. These options appear to lessen the
stigma around receiving help. Secondary
programming such as food banks, sex
education or identification procurement,
mean that basic needs are still being met
(Clement & Karabanow, 2004). The benefit
to combining services is that transportation
concerns are alleviated bringing more
stability to daily life. This tactic also restores
aspects of personal control to youth in how
they spend their time at the facility instead
of overly prescriptive environments such as
doctor’s offices or schools. Another benefit
is that both basic services and emotional
enjoyment have the potential to positively
impact users (Bantchevska, et al., 2008;
Clement & Karabanow, 2004).

Instability in the lives of homeless youth
is overwhelmingly common. Keeping

M a ny co nte m p o ra r y p ra c t i c e s o f
providing for the homeless solely focus on

3.7 DROP-IN CENTRES
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reintegration into the workforce. Though
this approach is honourable, it fails to deal
with root causes, making goal progression
improbable. “Facilitators that foster selfesteem, trusting relationships, and social
support, too, must be recognized and
integrated into programming,” (Oliver,
2013, p. 139). In developing more holistic,
youth-specific programming positive
social networks are strengthened and,
in turn, they strengthen resiliency of the
individuals involved.
Drop-in facilities are particularly effective
as staging grounds for bridging programs
that overlap fun, social activities with
less appealing services like education and
healthcare. These forms of programming
are often heavily linked with negative
personal histories (Oliver, 2013, p. 174).
Amalgamating these services, for instance,
may separate the association of disliking
school from disliking education when it is
framed within an atypical and approachable
environment (Heinze, Jozefowicz & Toro,
2010, p. 1366).
One way to help shift perceptions of
change is to frame learning within a context
already embraced by the target group.
Newer drop-in facilities use this technique
through the provision of computers.
Online, social networks are large part of
contemporary youth lifestyles. Internet
access serves as a venue for both playful

and serious service provision. Limiting
access to ever-changing online fads can
impact relationships throughout various
social systems. Online networking sites are
capable of temporarily eliminating stigmas
by allowing users to present themself
however they see fit; they can experiment
and develop self-awareness in the process.
Despite online safety being a major
concern, regular access with appropriate
social support can help educate youth on
proper conduct to maintain personal safety
as opposed to leaving them unprepared
for life’s less desirable realities. Computer
skills and internet savvy are also considered
rudimentary by today’s hiring standards.
Daily computer use maintains information
access and typing skills. Homeless youth
have also cited that maintaining social
connection to friends that have left
shelters via networking sites is inspiring
for their own progress (Bauer, et al., 2011;
Oliver, 2013).

3.8 ART + DROP-INS
Research into preventing homelessness
suggests a need for creative approaches to
service delivery for youth with particular
reference to emotional support systems.
Blatantly therapeutic intentions behind
service delivery may be misinterpreted
as suggesting something is wrong with
the individual instead of the systems that
caused their situation (Patterson & Tweed,
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2009). Tensions with authority are often
immediate in non-youth-specific forms
of service outreach (Oliver, 2013). Using
varying forms of art, drop-in centres are
able to provide some of the benefits of
traditional service delivery while bending to
leisure interests of a young demographic.
Art is commonly understood as a tool for
enabling expression. The creative process
develops narratives that can enlighten
observers to issues and interests that are
significant in defining the identity of the
creator at that point in their life. Through
artwork generation not only are personal
stories shared, but emotional strength
is exercised. Confronting issues with
methodic purpose teaches how to give
and take critique (Clement, P. & Karabanow,
2004). Huckvale and Learmonth (2009)
point out that talking about artwork
helps users articulate change and the
corresponding emotional responses such
as frustration, concern, and relief. They
suggest that this experience is particularly
beneficial to people who have difficulty in
standard learning environments, where
traditional communication leaves them
emotionally vulnerable. Using imagery
lessens emotional risk. Like traditional
therapy measures, this experience has the
potential to reveal a greater sense of self
(Huckvale & Learmonth, 2009, p. 56). Even
though the artistic process may not always
be truthful, realistic, or easy to decipher,
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withholding creative intentions still
offers insight into the creator’s mindset.
Discussing art can also reveal information
about the creator in ways that are less
direct, such as body language and pitch,
and therefore, be less intrusive to the
participant (Oliver, 2013, p. 191).

3.9 PROJECT BENEFITS
As previously mentioned, the purpose of
the Out of Nowhere art outreach studio
is to offer emotional support to urban
street youth as part of current measures
to help end homelessness. To do this, the
first challenge is getting youth involved.
Exploring what makes youth-friendly
spaces, with particular reference to street
culture, provides a marketing approach to
the management and design of drop-in
facilities. Unlike common perceptions of
outreach environments, grounding basic
needs services in emotional concerns does
not allow for a revolving door system.
Instead, the concepts of outreach service
provision must signify positive intentions
to gain the user’s initial participation and
continued use. Through this attempt the
design re-envisions drop-in services as
a welcoming environment where youth
might congregate naturally as a fun place
to be themselves.

In order to fulfill the intentions of
preventative outreach, users must be
encouraged to push past their comfort zone
to re-examine their capabilities. Providing
an environment that facilitates challenging
experiences requires the process to be
positive. Designing for play, discussed in
Chapter 4, is intended to enhance the
new approach to drop-in centres as well
as emboldening users toward positive,
personal growth. Contemporary office
design exhibited by companies such as GM
and Google are starting to demonstrate that
play is integral to daily life (Lehrer, 2012).
Stereotypically mundane environments are
likely to be the spaces that benefit most
from play’s inclusion. Factoring outreach
facilities into this concept pushes this idea
further into more serious territory that,
through precedent analysis, has proven to
follow the pattern of play’s usefulness in
interior design.

awareness of subtle safety and security
measures in place.
Also, it is impossible not to hope that
this project may in some way help shift
predominantly negative stereotypes
o f h o m e l e s s n e s s to wa rd a m o re
compassionate, collective understanding
of those affected. This project highlights
the unfortunate circumstances that lead so
many people to experience homelessness;
it begs the realization that this life course
could happen to anyone and therefore all
walks of life should have a vested interest
in creating positive change.

Part of the seriousness that designing with
play entails comes from issues of safety
and security. Within play a certain untamed
flow must exist to maintain an organic
spatial experience. Addressing safety and
security through typical applications such
as metal detectors and uniformed guards
will obviously hinder comfort levels and,
therefore, play actions. Another benefit
of this project has been discovering
compromises that allow youth to assert
themselves freely while possessing a clear
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TICAL
chapt 4: THEORE
APPROACH

4.0 THEORETICAL
APPROACH: PLAY THEORY
Homeless youth are known to shy away
from typical outreach services due to a
lack of youth-specificity (Higgitt, Ristock &
Wingert, 2005). In an attempt to provide a
welcoming facility for homeless youth the
design of the Out of Nowhere facility must
first differentiate itself from other existing
basic-needs resources. Embracing Hip-Hop
culture as the youth-identifying component
may help get homeless youth through the
front door, but it may not be enough to
allow for emotional vulnerability that leads
to self-awareness. In fact, Hip-Hop culture
has many components that are anti-social
in nature (Green & Sealey-Ruiz, 2011). For
example, by incorporating graffiti art there
is an association with the illegal practices
of tagging that must be offset. Even though
some of these negative connotations are
made in jest, such as dance “battles”, there
is an air of confrontation that arises. In
order to present the Hip-Hop programming
within a positive frame of reference Out of
Nowhere will also reflect concepts of play.
Play, as Apter (1991) describes it, exists
within a “psychological bubble” (p. 15); it
offers a protective frame around perceived
dangers or worries to help alleviate stress.
Environments of play allow stressors to
be flipped into a context of excitement or
humour. Inverting negative emotions into
a positive end result qualifies play as a
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form of adaptive behaviour (van Leeuwen
& Westwood, 2008). Experiencing play can
therefore prepare people for difficulties
in other aspects of life. Hendricks (2001)
discusses this shift in behaviour as creative
problem solving and emotional growth.
Subsequently, incorporating play for these
purposes may contribute positively to
disrupting negative cycles. Basically, play
manages stress. This occurrence is not
only tied to mental relief, but physical
benefits can be also be attained through
the development of, “motor, cognitive,
emotional and social skills.” (van Leeuwen
& Westwood, 2008, p. 156).
Because play is a natural human function
(Hendricks, 2001; Sutton-Smitth, 2003),
if there is a need for it and an optimal
environment is provided, very little
encouragement is required to ignite
participation. This point is particularly
useful in terms of promoting involvement
from first time users of the facility; they
might be inclined to just observe activities
and miss out on developing a sense of
community attachment (Hendricks, 2001).
Richmond and Smith (2012) suggest that
peer-based learning environments such
as Out of Nowhere can reflect the reality
of one’s situation by providing insight into
problem resolution (p. 10). This form of
environment may also ease the feeling of
being alone as new issues unfold.

Within play, the identity of the participant
becomes that of a player. Biesty (2003)
states that this new role innately possesses
a sense of belonging, but this feeling of
inclusion might only exist within the play
activity. Here, personalities expressed
may or may not be deemed real (SuttonSmith, 1997). Despite this fact, the positive
feelings derived from humour (the key
element of play) present an environment
brimming with empathy (Fitzsimmons,
& McKenzie, 2003, p. 198-9). Play
participants are encouraged to partake
and bear witness to others in similar
situations with the hope of creating new,
positive social circles. Heinze, Jozefowicz,
and Toro (2010) describe this phenomenon
as bidirectional growth in self-esteem
and social competency. Improving social
resources like empathy and self-esteem
are shown to be useful in balancing the
demands of emerging adulthood (Benson
& Elder, 2011). Sutton-Smitth (1997)
claims that because the main purpose of
play is the pleasure of participation, the
role that is played is therefore the most
significant identity, therefore the potential
for personal insight is great.
With belonging being the intrinsic, initial
benefit of play, growth is discussed as the
second, more ambiguous benefit. Donald
Winnicott, 1896-1971, was a pediatrician
and psychoanalyst that made significant
contributions to play theory. Winnicott

believed that, “in play we have license to
explore both ourselves and our society”
(Silverstone 1999, p. 64). He claims that
play exists between a person’s inner and
outer realities. The border between the
individual and shared reality is where
creative actions are said to be formed.
Both perceived and actual realities inform
a person’s actions. Growth is an outcome of
the decision-making phase before an action
takes place. This period of discovery is what
Winnicott refers to as transitional reality.
This state is where people can experiment
with preferences on how they want to
relate to their external environment,
which is why play is considered a mental
state and not simply an activity (van
Leeuwen & Westwood, 2008). By using
the concept of transitional reality, Out of
Nowhere can be interpreted as an arena
for homeless youth to choose play. This
perception fulfills Patterson and Tweed’s
(2009) prevention requirements for selfesteem and self-actualization to be part of
the focus of outreach resources (p. 857).
Play acts similarly to the anonymity that
social media provides by affording youth
the ability to try out different aspects
of their persona - problem solving and
exploring their identity.
To Winnicott choosing play as an adult
is mainly about cultural experience, but
this concept remains somewhat vague as
there is a general lack of information on
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play outside of the childhood experience.
Most associations with adults and play
stem from investigations into people
with excessive energy or people with
recuperative needs. Research into
the creative nature of play has drawn
associations to its importance with selfhelp therapy techniques linked with
overall well-being. The causes of play are
commonly investigated in relation to motor
control and cognitive function. Attention
deployment, activity, intrinsic motivation
and emotional responses - commonly
regarding the need for control - are cited in
most studies. Play or non-play behaviours
are thought to be intrinsically governed
by a person’s energy levels (van Leeuwen
& Westwood, 2008, p. 155). Lehrer
(2012) explains that upsetting transitional
reality with surprising information, even if it is
incorrect, can expand mental associations thus
increasing the capacity for creative endeavours.
Because play is in itself an elusive concept
(van Leeuwen & Westwood, 2008), the
design of Out of Nowhere must investigate
methods for designing spaces that permit
users to repeatedly choose play. Playful
alternatives to standard spatial inhabitation
need to be defined. In order to engage play,
the design follows Burghardt’s play criteria
as the benchmark for understanding what
factors determine playful experiences.
From there, further investigation examines
designing specifically for play.
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Figure 4.1 is my interpretation of John H.
Kerr’s description of how play functions.
In his article, ‘A Structural Phenomenology
of Play,’ Kerr (1991) discusses the concept
of protective frames. From within these
frames participants are able to maintain
Winnicott’s concept of transitional reality
where actions are free from negative
consequences. These scenarios create a
communal understanding of “make-belief”
situations that enable experimentation
with different characteristics. The idea
behind this process is to encourage
people to find positive uses for behaviour
that might normally exist outside their
comfort zone.
Kerr outlines seven different protective
frames, or situations, that differentiate play
from reality: experiencing exciting stimuli,
empathising with fictional characters,
entering into a challenge, exploring,
being negativistic (going against social
norms), participating in cognitive synergies
(fantasy), and willfully experiencing danger.

Figu r e 4. 1. P lay T h e o r y D iagr am. M y
interpretation of John H. Kerr’s description of how
play functions using the seven protective frames.
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4.1 WHAT IS PLAY:
PLAY CRITERIA
To gainfully incorporate play into the
design, Burghardt’s (2004) five criteria
classify spatial interjections between nonplay and play functions. The first criterion of
play defines it as being superfluous to daily
survival. In other words, play experiences
can be purely for the sake of fun with
no other purpose; enjoyment needs to
validate the action. Beisty (2003) notes that
fun and play are not to be confused as the
same thing; fun has definitive end, whereas
play is described as having the potential
for multiple ends that go may go beyond
perceptible recognition.
The second criterion explicitly outlines the
willing and natural participation of those
involved (Burghart, 2004), suggesting
that the process be spontaneous and
satisfying to initially ease entry into the
play experience.
Thirdly, play requires a differentiation
from serious functions. This is often
represented by clumsiness, lacking
information, or the exaggeration of related
information. Changing routines, therefore,
is only deemed playful until they become
standard practice (Burghart, 2004). To put
it simply, the experience must be unique.
Because Burghardt’s research stems from
an ethological view point, he notes that
play is the alteration of species-specific
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behavioural patterns. This can mean that
the order of activities or their goals may
differ from practical applications. As a
result, play is not required to function as it
is most commonly understood in its visible,
active state (Burghart, 2004); the benefits
of play may extend beyond commonplace
interpretations like formal games.
Rethinking daily routines for increased
enjoyment is described as play behaviour
following this criterion.
The fourth criterion requires the repetition
of behaviours so that different situational
outcomes may be explored (Burghart,
2004). This might mean encouraging
youth to revisit areas or repeating facility
functions in different zones.
Burghardt’s final criterion is for the play
participants to experience the previous
strategies while in a relaxed state of
mind (Burghart, 2004). Being relaxed
means that play experiences are able to
be achieved (not just acted) as a result
of situational turmoil. As a result, play
becomes the determining factor in the
examination of an individual’s well-being
(van Leeuwen & Westwood, 2008).
Modern society generally accepts the
idea that emotions should be separated
from day-to-day practices at work or
school; these environments are where
“reality” is considered to take place. Play
theorists, however, no-longer accept

outer reality to be separate from inner
realities. Performance in these areas is
invariably linked to the emotional state
that in turn influences personal motivation
(Sutton-Smith, 2003). Awareness of this
fact may be useful to Out of Nowhere staff
as a determinant of emotional distress by
allowing staff to discreetly identify and
address issues.

4.2 HOW DO WE PLAY:
GOAL-ORIENTED VS.
GAME-ORIENTED MOTIVATION
Understanding the level of play motivation
in an environment can be determined
by employing Apter’s Reversal Theory.
Apter discusses this theory in terms of the
subjective experience, where motivation
exists on a scale between binary states.
Goal-oriented play represents serious
activities and game-oriented play refers
to non-serious and stereotypically playful
experiences (van Leeuwen & Westwood,
2008, p. 157).
Goal-oriented play exists during high
anxiety situations where consequences
have an impact on the future.
Conversely, game-oriented situations
arouse excitement, but are considered
temporary (van Leeuwen & Westwood,
2008). Connotations of play in adulthood
primarily revolve around the concept of
goal-oriented play and job completion.
For instance, a company that usually
uses statistics to problem solve might be

described as employing goal-oriented play
when tackling problems using a vision
board. Game-oriented situations aimed
at a mature user group often emphasize
risk to subvert connotations of childhood
experiences. Even where environments
are urged to be game-oriented for child’s
play, prescriptive designs often coerce
the intended play method. In doing so,
these environments limit imaginative
processes (Döll, 2007). Striving to support
intuitive interaction must not go so far
as to be prescriptive. Play spaces must
balance between engaging the viewer
while refraining from using predetermined
roles. Van Leeuwen and Westwood (2008)
claim that achieving this harmony in a
casual manner will help to prevent anxiety.
By offering larger paths of travel, Out of
Nowhere employs this methodology in the
design to enable sideline participation with
dance programming. Even though there
is floor space designated for this studio,
music will be audible in many areas. If the
mood permits spontaneous participation
from other studios, roomy floor plans will
accommodate play throughout.
Anthropologists commonly refer to the
use of carnivals as examples of play
environments where normative values are
inverted within a controlled environment
(Kerr, 1991). For example, community
members are encouraged to be loud
at performances or drive recklessly in
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bumper cars and derbies. Inverting and
contradicting normal behaviours provides
a sense of release within the comfort of
a protective frame that is represented
in this case by the festival. Using play
inversion enables a consciousness of
ourselves or the future and creates a new
set of norms. Subsequently, this approach
allows participants to transcend daily life
by presenting a new reality (Sutton-Smith,
2003). This process is termed “adaptive
substantiation” (Biesty, 2003, p. 49). Even
if this relief is temporary, Sutton-Smith
(2003) suggests that this adaptive quality
can have an immense effect on “making
the rest of life worth living” (p. 15). For
the youth at Out of Nowhere, this shared
mentality presents a future complete with
all the amenities offered at the facility as
well as support to help youth achieve these
provisions for themselves, on their terms.
To apply play levels effectively to the Out
of Nowhere facility multiple areas must
accommodate the same programme while
offering differing spatial experiences. This is
achieved primarily by incorporating zones
for greater intimacy and focus in goaloriented zones and increased functional
flexibility in game-oriented zones. For
instance, the dance floor is meant to be
fun and up to the user to dictate how
serious they care to be, making it a gameoriented zone most of the time. Because
this space is likely to be the largest
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programme-specific space, duplicating the
space for goal-oriented use is not possible.
By incorporating adaptability in terms of
lighting, the dance floor can be altered
visually to appear more intimate, like a
professional stage. Areas for computers,
however, can be repeated to offer space
for casual use or programme-specific study
where more focus is required.

4.3 DESIGNING WITH
PLAY: THE PIP MODEL
Designing for play can improve quality
of life. Maintaining personal skills and
abilities, for instance, the sense of personal
control, have proven to decrease the
prevalence of depression (van Leeuwen &
Westwood, 2008, p. 160). Also, Jean Piaget
noted that learning through play methods
was more effective than standard rote
techniques (Lefaivre & Döll, 2007). Another
benefit of including play into design is its
ability to redirect aggressive behaviours.
Alternatively, a clear a set of rules meant
that participants receive a lesson in civility
(Lefaivre, 2007). By introducing play into
the design of Out of Nowhere the facility
is situated as an alternative learning
environment, complete with an outlet for
tension and greater potential for overall
positivity.
Because art is at the core of this
facility’s premise, there are bound to be
associations with typical art environments.
Unfortunately, standard design practices
for art spaces are commonly perceived as
elitist or uninviting due to austere white
walls and rigid art-display practices (Klonk,
2009; Sholette, 2003; Thomas, 2002).
Combining play criteria with modes of
displaying art may help counteract levels
of seriousness associated with art-related
environments. Balancing sober and playful
spaces will give participants exposure to

the reality of varying work environments;
it will also uphold the freedom to choose
what level of interaction with programs and
participants is comfortable.
Opposing play’s motivational states from
goal-oriented to game-oriented zones gives
a broad understanding of how play can
begin to effect the interior environment.
This approach, however, is not enough to
personalize spatial interjections to meet
the needs and interests of Winnipeg’s
street youth. Döll and Lefaivre (2007)
purpose a method for specializing play
for any design by using the PIP model:
participatory (linking people), interstitial
(linking spaces) and polycentric (linking
activities) strategies (See figure 4.2)(p. 25).
Each strategy of the PIP model has key
points of interest for their application. In
order to effectively meet the requirements
of play environments, I have aligned these
points with Burghardt’s play criteria in
order to create a framework to initiate the
design of Out of Nowhere (See table 4.2).
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LINKING PEOPLE
(Participatory Strategy)

LINKING SPACES
(Interstitial Strategy)

LINKING ACTIVITIES
(Polycentric Strategy)

Figure 4.2. PIP Model Diaram. My interpretation
of Döll and Lefaivre’s description of the three
basic strategies needed to design for play.
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PLAY + PLAY DESIGN COMPARISON
BURGHARDT:

s.

DÖLL + LEFAIVRE:

PLAY CRITERIA..

LINKING PEOPLE

LINKING SPACES

LINKING ACTIVITIES

FUN

both with + without
function

connection to place vs.
space

memory

NATURAL

universal

opportunistic

identity

UNIQUE

modified
functions

fantasy

challenge

REDUNDANT

layered

play routes

harmony

RELAXED

welcoming

openness

messy

Table 4.1. Play + Play Design Comparison. This

criteria that I have discovered through my research

table is my framework for the design of the Out of

of play, homelessness and urban street youth.

Nowhere facility. I have combined Burghart’s play

Within these discussions I outline the value to the

criteria with the Lefaivre and Döll’s description of

design of the Out of Nowhere facility. It is important

how to design play spaces by valuing the three

to note that there are some areas of overlap in

components of the PIP model: participatory,

terms of the significance of each linkage, but for the

interstitial and polycentric strategies. These

sake of convenience I have discussed each topic in

strategies are discussed in the following pages. Each

the order they are charted here.

strategy is succeeded by the linkages to basic play
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4.3.1 PLAY IS PARTICIPATION:
LINKING PEOPLE
The first stage of the PIP model, the
participatory strategy, embodies the idea
of linking people through the design.
Ideally this method would be executed with
first-hand participation from Winnipeg’s
homeless population, but for the purposes
of this project place-making features
are informed by intensive research into
literature, existing outreach precedents,
and interviews with outreach staff. Applying
this strategy characterized local aesthetic
tastes and incorporated them into the
representation of identity throughout the
facility. These symbols of the community

are intended to maximize the design’s
acceptance by stimulating discussions of
shared experiences of social, spatial and
cultural awareness. Appointing significant
features to demonstrate local elements
reveals an appreciation for existing local
values (Döll & Lefaivre, 2007). A visual
connection to the exterior environment
will not only help to raise the public’s
awareness about the prevalence of
Winnipeg’s homeless youth, but also
help to express their point of view to the
neighbouring community.

Figure 4.3. Participatory Strategy. My
interpretation of Lefaivre and Döll’s description of
the strategy to link people spatially through play.
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local malls in an attempt to prevent
loitering in storefronts. These institution
apply the rules of Hip-Hop to govern
actions, but soon habitual play naturally
develops rhetoric of acceptable behaviour
within the community (Sutton-Smith,
1997). For Winnipeg’s Graffiti Gallery,
this community awareness includes
knowledge like the use of a discreet side
entrance that when used indicated the
status of being “in the know” (B. Veruela,
personal communication, November 7,
2012). Including components of the design
that both are immediately enjoyable to
new users as well as components that
reveal themselves to users over time may
help programme longevity.
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LINKING PEOPLE + UNIQUE SPACE
= MODIFIED FUNCTIONS
Everyday activities differ from play primarily
because of play’s ability to exist without
purpose. Even when play does have a goal,
structural factors or time dependencies
are altered (van Leeuwen & Westwood,
2008). Play actions sometimes appear to
parallel daily life, however, at its core, play
demands some form of transformative
element to make the experience unique
(Burghart, 2004). An action or dialogue may
be missing or added to differentiate the
experience. As a result, the player’s agency
is called into action; their perspective
becomes important. Play helps narrate the
world to how the participant wants it to
be experienced (Hall & Wood, 2011). Van
Leeuwen and Westwood (2008) promote
intuitive regulation of one’s environment
to help alleviate stress that is shown to
decrease play by inhibiting natural spatial
interactions. To provide participants with
personalized experiences alternative
modes of engaging space and activities
is fundamental. Choosing modifiable
equipment or equipment that engages
the body beyond sitting and standing may
enhance creativity with these interactions
and offer greater user satisfaction as a result.

LINKING PEOPLE + REDUNDANT SPACE
= LAYERED

LINKING PEOPLE + RELAXED SPACE
= WELCOMING

Duplicating zones to provide both game
and goal-oriented activities innately
provides redundancy within the design of
Out of Nowhere. Optimizing this design
strategy is enhanced by utilizing a radial
zoning pattern. The centre of a circle
presents the point of least resistance in
viewing the most choices at one time
(Brennan-Horley, et. al., 2012, p. 293).

The ability to exhibit control is noted as
being of high importance to street youth
indicating that extrinsic rules may not
come easily to this demographic (Averill,
et al., 2010). To address this disconnect,
play theories invoke the use of humour.
Lefaivre (2007) proposes that increasing
humour can realign preconceptions
about rules and their restrictions (p. 38).

From this vantage point, areas of interest,
intersections and ease of route are visible.
Play is understood as an action that allows
anything to be possible through the power
of imagination (Sutton-Smith, 1997).
Visually connecting various modes of play
increases the odds of successfully providing
both choice and opportunity for youth
to assert personal desires. Because the
precedents discussed in Chapter 4 reveal
dance to be the easiest point of integration
into Hip-Hop programming, the dance floor
serves as the centre of the radial pattern
while providing accessible views to other
programmatic features.

Employing humour levels the metaphorical
playing field, allowing for a democratic
relationship between participants (Hall
& Wood, 2011, p. 275); in other words,
humour allows for mutual respect
(Fitzsimmons, & McKenzie, 2003, p. 199).
This happens as play realizes the humour
in human nature as many people will often
share a similar response (Sutton-Smith,
2003). Visually incorporating humour to
first impressions of Out of Nowhere may
help to ease tensions before interactions
with staff occur. Bringing elements of the
street into the interior environment inverts
the typical spatial context for features like
street lamps, bike rack and car windshields.
This inversion subtly expresses playfulness
through the upsetting of norms.
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4.3.2 PLAY IS EVERYWHERE,
ANYTIME: LINKING SPACES
The interstitial strategies (linking spaces)
of the PIP model involve fitting play spaces
seamlessly into existing structures and
defining where public and private spaces
begin and end (Döll & Lefaivre, 2007).
For the purposes of this project, space
is defined as “practiced place” (p. 117)
following Michel de Certeau’s (1984)
The Practice of Everyday Life where
space is understood as it is lived through
multiple experiences. Unlike the standard
interior design perspective of space as
a environmental volume, defining space
in this manner accounts for different
spatial variables like velocity, direction
and time. The design of in between

spaces in the Out of Nowhere facility is
highlighted by activities that vary from
the primary functions of the program.
These features may appear to be without
a specific function, but from a design
stand point, they serve to regulate the
behaviour of users into some form of
play. For example, incorporating a pastime
activities for waiting areas means that
users avoid the formality of a waiting room
experience. For example, incorporating
scaffolding into the dance studio appears
to be purely an aesthetic choice following
the street-related interjections, but it
actually gives observers a form of physical
engagement that may provide a warm-up
to participation.

Figure 4.4. Interstitial Strategy. My interpretation
of Lefaivre and Döll’s description of the strategy to
link spaces through play.
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L I N K I N G S PA C E + F U N S PA C E
= CONNECTION TO SPACE VS. PLACE
Creating fun spaces relates directly to the
physical sensation that draws the user to
revisit, or practice, environments (Kerr,
1986). Spaces that encourage youth to
participate are characterized by agespecific entertainment, a lack of violence
and admission acceptance by staff (Ahmad
Ali, Hebert, Oriola, & Wilkinson, 2008).
Typical representations of these spaces

professional experience so youth might
expand their comfort zone. This is primarily
expressed within the music studio where
the mezzanine acts like a stage. Adaptable
qualities like the use of professional lighting
are added to intensify this experience.

include movie theatres, arcades and malls.
Reflecting these qualities in the Out of
Nowhere facility is easily accomplished
through Hip-Hop programming, but
encouraging repeat use of medial spaces
demands a more creative approach.
Ahmad Ali, Hebert, Oriola, and Wilkinson
(2008) discuss the concept of mobility
of mind as an imaginative process that
can bring interest to mundane spaces.
Youth experience with imaginative
escape is commonly linked with the home
environment and parental rules. Picturing
oneself living beyond these confines
enables notions of time, place, and selfimage to be transgressed (Ahmad Ali, et
al., 2008, p. 66). Within Out of Nowhere,
the everyday experience is intended to be
a casual arena for experimentation. For
participants to imagine a broader reality for
themselves elements of the programming
are designed to be representative of a
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LINKING SPACE + NATURAL SPACE
= OPPORTUNISTIC

LINKING SPACE + UNIQUE SPACE
= FANTASY

Concentrating on the natural and
attractive aspects of play, like overcoming
limitations and experiencing success, can
help combat a negative outcome (Kerr,
1986). Maximizing the potential for both
concentration and activity, or achieving
“flow”, within the environment helps play
participants to tune out other aspects of
everyday life (Huckvale & Learmonth, 2009,

Anderson, Borghini, Sherry, and Visconti’s
(2010) article, Street Art, Sweet Art?,
discusses the often ideological state of
being that is presented by street artists
through graffiti and its appropriation of
space. The imagery depicted commonly
carries social commentary while reflecting
traditional notions of beauty through
formal artistic properties. Graffiti art also

p. 57). Providing for a variety of needs in
both the game-oriented and goal-oriented
states will help accommodate the greatest
number users for this task (Sutton-Smith,
1997). The Out of Nowhere design attempts
to promote this occurrence by scattering
opportunities for creative engagement. This
action is encouraged through artistic spatial
gestures, opportunities for sketching and
the intermittent presence of art materials
for impromptu ideation. For participants
awaiting a turn on the microphone in
the music studio this is represented by
offering nearby computers where digital
music can be altered. Providing magazines
that can be torn apart and tucked in a
sketchbook for later use might distract
youth from the seriousness of waiting for
a counseling appointment. Both scenarios
may be classified as either game or goaloriented depending on the intentions of
the participant.

shows up in spaces that seem nearly
impossible for laymen to reach. In a sense,
graffiti offers a form of what Bridgman
(1998) refers to as the “utopian factor”
(p. 50) where an altered vision of reality is
used to offset normative values. Creating
a space that responds to the fantastical
vision presented by graffiti artists is
enmeshed with the concept of inverting
the normal placement of city features from
the street to the interior environment. This
design decision is idealized by including
only aspects of the street environment
that relate specifically to the homeless
youth population. The design of Out of
Nowhere reimagines dumpsters, shipping
containers and billboards as youth-friendly
spaces; they need not be used subversively.
Here, these elements create a uniquely
site-specific experience that responds
directly to the restrictions placed on urban
street youth.
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LINKING SPACE + REDUNDANT SPACE
= PLAY ROUTES

LINKING SPACE + RELAXED SPACE
= OPENNESS

Repetition of play routes is part of how
they come to be identified. Similarities and
differences between alternate routes serve
as spatial signifiers. Following the two modes
of identity development characterized
by Döll (2007) on a smaller scale, where
either signature style or a landmark is
created, play route demarcation can be
improved (p.123). Hallways to offices may

Free zones along pathways promote
spontaneous actions; they also allow for
unforeseen changes in programming (Döll,
2007). This is particularly important in a
facility like Out of Nowhere where trends
are inevitably going to have an effect on
the kinds of activities being introduced.
Hendricks (2001) points out that open play
environments can be problematic for first-

read more staff-friendly or communal areas
might encourage intermingling. Hendricks
(2001) suggests that pathways are useful
in creating powerful visual connections
and spatial understanding, though they
are not necessary to be on the ground
as one might assume; pathways merely
require connection between spaces and
the encouragement of movement. Creating
balance between routes for programming
functions and “free zones” results in an
ideal environment for their success. For
example, if routes are only included for
major programming, interstitial spaces
may be overlooked. Standing computer
stations along paths of travel provide points
of interest for both youth and staff. Also,
because security requirements promote
two exits from every environment, what
might normally be minimally code-adherent
egresses are linked with various activities,
like a phone call area with lockers, in order
to maximize spatial functions.

time users that are prone to standing at
the sidelines; he notes that emphasizing
vertical features, such as trees and flag
poles, are commonly used in outdoor play
spaces to counteract hesitation. Out of
Nowhere employs this idea as it inverts the
representation of the cityscape indoors with
an elevated shipping container, street lamps
and a billboard drawing the viewer’s eye
upward helping to vertically denote space.
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4.3.3 PLAY IS PLACEMAKING LINKING ACTIVITIES
Polycentric strategies (linking activities)
relate primarily to the overall feel of the
play space and to how activities appear
to be connected. To create polycentric
designs Döll and Lefaivre (2007) propose the
incorporation of many facets of interests,
while unifying the diverse functions through
formal approaches. Essentially, linking
activities aims to harmonize environments
by reinforcing identity. Out of Nowhere’s
identity has been designed to represent
both creative space and youth-friendly
characteristics.
Döll (2007) offer two strategies to solidify a
landscape’s character. The first is to brand a
play space with formal properties, making a
space identifiable even with vast separation
of stylistic elements. The second method
uses a landmark to draw from distinct
local characteristics or concerns, making
it more original and therefore preferred
(Döll, 2007, p. 123). Harmonized identity is
accommodated through less obvious tactics
than overt placement of play equipment.
Döll and Lefaivre (2007) refer to low dividing
walls in a park as all the provisions needed
to jump, sit and hide. They describe play
routes, be it bike lanes or skating paths,
as open areas for spatial appropriation
and informal games. Connecting activities
and in between spaces with a similar
formal character helps bind them visually.
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In doing so, an identifiable uniformity
permits communal attachments to spaces
(Döll & Lefaivre, 2007). This technique has
been used throughout the design with the
application of both city-street references
relating to Hip-Hop ingrained youth and
industrial characteristics relating to the
history of the building and neighbourhood.

Figure 4.5. Polycentric Strategy. My interpretation
of Lefaivre and Döll’s description of the strategy to
link activities spatially through play.

LINKING ACTIVITIES + FUN SPACE
= MEMORY
Out of Nowhere attempts to develop
new interpretations of street iconography
by re-inventing objects to give them
meaning through playful applications.
This process is achieved through upcycling strategies where post-consumer
materials are reassembled for use
beyond their initially intended purpose
(McDonough & Braungart, 2001). For
this facility, objects are chosen to relate
to the urban, industrial environment.
For example, palettes are deconstructed
and artistically reassembled to create a

dropped-ceiling with visual interest that also
works to disguise sound reduction panels.
Incorporating up-cycling as a design
strategy provides a “practice what you
preach” mentality by aligning the design
with sculptural practices and creative
thinking. This approach also serves to instill
ecological concerns, therefore factoring
in a sense of social responsibility. Brown,
Higgitt, Miller, and Wingert (2005) support
this concept with the suggestion that
providing opportunities to give back to the
community can be beneficial to the process
of transitioning out of homelessness (p. 101).
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LINKING ACTIVITIES + NATURAL SPACE
= IDENTITY
Bridgman (1998) suggests that the primary
external image of street youth is associated
with the lack of a home (p. 51). According
to Benson and Elder (2011), many street
youth come from an impoverished
upbringing and fail to develop socially
acceptable coping skills such as the ability
to identify with mainstream society (p.
1654). Biesty (2003) claims that within play
the identity of the participant becomes
that of a player; a sense of belonging is
innately attached with this role (p. 45).
It is presumable then, that while play is
enacted, relief from secondary identities
is provided. Subsequently, youth that
self-identify as homeless may be able to
see beyond this classification and start
to perceive themselves, for instance, as a
deejay, visual artist or teacher.
Promoting this occurrence through the
design of the Out of Nowhere facility is
achieved by following the two modes
of identity development proposed by
Döll (2007): creating a signature brand
or landmark (p. 123). Because Hip-Hop
culture has an association with graffiti,
related imagery serve as the basis for
Out of Nowhere’s styling. Erwin Wurm
(2004) states, “One way of getting people’s
attention is to make things simple. Simple
doesn’t mean stupid,” (p. 75). Art facilities
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are often minimalistic with their styling to
enable different art work to stand alone.
As a result, many gravitate toward one
grand gesture in a lobby space to create
a memorable experience. This idea is
sometimes applied to the entire building.
Putnam (2004) refers to this occurrence
as “the Bilbao Effect” (p. 187), where
the creation of an icon relates directly
to the success of the facility. Drawing on
this idea, Out of Nowhere uses everyday
materials to create a grand gesture in the
lobby with a feature wall and droppedceiling installation that make an immediate
and lasting impression. Reconfigured
shipping containers carry this concept
through the interior by creating unusual
spatial divisions.

LINKING ACTIVITIES + UNIQUE SPACE
= CHALLENGE

LINKING ACTIVITIES + REDUNDANT SPACE
= HARMONY

Each space, no matter the motivational
state, must be designed for activation if it
is to be considered a play space. Hendricks
(2001) explains that play spaces include
a combination of elements, symbolical or
physical, that urge players’ involvement.
Actively engaging play means at least the
temporary acceptance of the role as the
Other through what Biesty (2003) calls

Apter’s (1991) Reversal Theory scale,
measuring game or goal orientation, helps
align the needs of the player with a level of
seriousness required for task completion.
The individual is then positioned to achieve
their goal in the shortest amount of time
by relieving the stress of negotiating
against conditions that are not conducive
to progress (Sutton-Smith, 1997). To be
able to provide for a variety of players and
their individual needs, some redundancy of
programmatic requirements is necessary.
Because people naturally gravitate to
one end of Apter’s scale, it is easy to
see how a visible separation between
game and goal-oriented play areas might
exist. This occurrence is likely to leave
users within their typical comfort levels
therefore decreasing the potential for
growth through play. To avoid this situation
Döll and Lefaivre (2007) refer to Donald
Schön’s idea of Reflective Practice where
stepping back from the task at hand can
provide new ways to adapt to the current
situation (p. 25). Alternating high and low
levels of play intensity using interstitial
spaces to create a sense of rhythmic
zoning may help create a harmonious
environment that integrates both levels
of play throughout the facility. Regularly
crossing zones of varying play intensity
allows users to settle wherever they feel
most comfortable for the task at hand.

“adaptive instantiation” (p. 49). This role
is defined by the challenge of continually
balancing positive and negative outcomes.
Motivation is derived from the, “seeking
of pleasure and the avoidance of pain,”
(Biesty, 2003, p. 48). Opportunities for
play are provided throughout the facility,
but to uniquely incorporate challenge the
facility must seek to activate the body in
various ways and provide alternatives so
youth must selectively engage. In doing
so, skills of this group are highlighted
while providing the opportunity to
extend personal comfort zones, therefore
embracing both benefits of play: belonging
and growth (Biesty, 2003, p 47). Challenges
offered by the Out of Nowhere experience
range from trying to master the digital wall
technology to developing the strength to
climb the scaffolding.
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LINKING ACTIVITIES + RELAXED SPACE organized chaos. Representing informality
= MESSY
may also be achieved through the use
of bold colours. Contemporary society
Part of creating a welcoming atmosphere perceives black, the lack of all colour, as
for urban street youth revolves around the epitome of seriousness and control
creating a good first impression. Clement (Hendricks, 2001). Using black in reference
and Karabanow (2004) state that avoiding to graffiti, where it helps designate form
formalities is important for relating to and visual movement, may help to indicate
street youth through both services offered spatial delineation.
and general atmospheric impression. The
environmental experience that occurs upon
arrival has the potential to affect every
subsequent interaction with the facility. Van
Leeuwen and Westwood (2008) note that if
anxiety ensues, the opportunity for a relaxed
experience may be lost.
Taking risks with the design to employ a
more casual approach-an approach not
just meant to be pretty-may help to create
respect and intrigue for this demographic.
Hendricks (2001) refers to this kind of
approach as appearing “un-designed” (p.
89). A messy design takes into account
the element of creative chaos for what
it might offer the imagination. At this
facility, messiness is likely to be most
evident through the artwork created and
display methods employed. To keep from
overwhelming participants, some methods
of display aim to reflect game-orientation
so that the intention of professionalism
is maintained. Organizing multiple pieces
of artwork, for instance, using a billboard
for hanging artwork, creates a sense of
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PLAY + PLAY DESIGN COMPARISON IMPLICATIONS
BURGHARDT: DÖLL + LEFAIVRE:
PLAY CRITERIA
LINKING PEOPLE
both with + without
function:
FUN

LINKING SPACES
connection to space
vs. place:

NATURAL

opportunistic:

HIP-HOP
CULTURE

modified functions:
UNIQUE

ART
INTERJECTIONS

fantasy:
IDEALIZED
STREET-YOUTH
REFERENCES

ADAPTABLE

layered:

play routes:

RADIAL PATTERN

RELAXED

UPCYCLING

identity:
GRAFFITI STYLING
+
“BILBOA EFFECT”
challenge:
VARIED MODES OF
BODY ACTIVATION

harmony:

BRANDED
+
LANDMARK
PATHS

REDUNDANT

welcoming:

memory:

AMATEUR
+
PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

ART, LEARNING
+
YOUTH SPECIFIC

universal:

LINKING ACTIVITIES.

openness:

HUMOUR
(INTERIOR CITY
STREET)

FREE-ZONES
+
VERTICAL INTEREST

RHYTHMIC
ZONING

messy:
UNDESIGNED +
BOLD COLOUR +
BOLD SPATIAL
DESIGNATION

Table 4.2. Play + Play Design Comparison
Implications. Burghart’s play criteria has been
combined with Lefaivre and Doll’s description of
how to design play spaces by linking people, spaces
and activities. After discussing how these strategies
interrelate, I used this table to simplify connections
as a reminder of how they are most likely to impact
the final design solution.
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PRE CED ENT
chapt 5: REVIEW

5.0 PRECEDENTS
The following three precedents are
examined in terms of programmatic
requirements and their unique approaches
to the built environment: Graffiti Gallery,
Sketch and Resource Assistance for Youth
(RaY). The location of each facility is
shown in figure 2.4. Two out of the three
precedents chosen are local examples
of youth outreach service facilities. This
selection emphasizes aspects that are
successful within the context of the
city of Winnipeg and examining areas
for improvement.

GRAFFITI
GALLERY

Figure 5.1. Graffiti Gallery.

Designer:
Location:
Date: 		
SF:		
Key Features:
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Staff
109 Higgins Ave., Winnipeg, MB
1998
Approximately 10, 500 SF
Adaptive Reuse / Graffiti Walls / Community Programmes

SKETCH

Figure 5.2. Sketch.

Designer:
Location:
Date: 		
SF:		
Key Features:

Staff
180 Shaw St., Toronto, ON
December 1996
6, 000
Natural light / Eclectic / Community Connection

RAY
(RESOURCE
ASSISTANCE
FOR YOUTH)
Figure 5.3. R.A.Y.

Designer:
Location:
Date: 		
SF: 		
Key Features:

Kelley Holmes / Innerscape Design / Cibinel Architects
125 Sherbrook Street, Winnipeg
June 15, 2010
8, 000
Sightlines / W/C Division / Doorbell
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5.1 CASE STUDY 1:
GRAFFITI GALLERY
The Graffiti Gallery is a centre for urban
youth to experience the benefits of the
creative arts through a connection with
Hip-Hop culture. This genre is used as
a basis to connect with the users while
developing formal techniques, work ethic
and self-worth. The programs are based
around the four elements of Hip-Hop: the
DJ as the heartbeat of the culture that
initiates movement; breaking as the physical
expression of the mood; the MC is the voice
and message of the people; the artwork is
how they get their message across to others.

much of its community awareness and
understanding has come as a result of this
decision.

The facility’s programming caters to youth
ages 10-28 years of age. Free urban art
workshops are offered through The st.ART
programme at six different satellite locations
in the city. It is this measure that enables
youth to be targeted where they want to
hang out, making the transition to positive
extra-curricular activities socially acceptable.
The best example of this approach is Studio
393, a centre for print-making, breakdancing
and rap that is located in Portage Place mall,
downtown Winnipeg. Young professional
The gallery came to be after one of the artists receive training through The Urban
current directors worked as a correctional Canvas Program. Tours and customized
officer and saw the value of the artwork programs are also available for local schools
created by the inmates. The idea grew and local organizations.
out of a concept for a mural company,
but a lack of youth programming in North
and South Point Douglas resulted in youth
congregating to watch workers spray paint.
Eventually their potential was realized
and the 100 year old pickle factory was
converted to the main gallery - the offices
were added approximately 40 years ago.
The white-walled, open concept gallery
space now exhibits all art forms and graffiti
is relegated to the building’s exterior as
and neighbouring sites. Positioning the
graffiti walls outside appears to some to
be conforming to mainstream exhibition
techniques, but the staff point out that
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Figure 5.4. Wall I. The east wall shown here
has recently been repainted to create a
blank-slate in preparation for yet another set
of murals. Dripping orange , black and purple
paint defies artistic standards for prepping
the canvas.

Figure 5.5. Wall II. Across the street, a seondary
exterior wall has been adopted to expand the
exterior presence and allow more graffiti artists
to work in tandem.
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Figure 5.6. Main Entry. The glass, double
door staff entrance provides climate
protection and security. First-time users
are visually encouraged to use this door
because of its street-front location. Bright
yellow walls radiate a sense of positive
energy upon first experiencing this space.
The primary entrance for regular visitors
is subtly located around the side of the
building. Users are assumed to be “in-theknow” and part of the community because
there is nothing to encourage entry.

Figure 5.7. Waiting Area. The waiting area
uses pops of bold colour, art interjections
and magazines to provide stimulation
and enjoyment of more serious areas
of the zoning. Variation between group
and individualized seating allows users to
pick their comfort level. A greater sense
of intimacy is provided by a lower ceiling
height compared to art production zones.
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Figure 5.8. Kitchenette. The kitchenette
is organized, but uses minimal and
repurposed items to maintain the same, if
not lower, standard of furnishing than the
spaces intended for participating youth.

Figure 5.9. Staff Room. The kitchenette
area also serves as a staff room. This
area is set furthest back from the main
entrance to offer privacy, but no doors
separate this area from the main flow
of traffic coming from the waiting area.
Having this open flow of traffic lessens
the idea of this space having ownership
by staff members and enables quick
response times in case of an emergency.
A wide blue band along the floor also
helps to encourage entry. Access to
exterior views promotes a retreat from
work duties and feelings of relaxation
through a connection to nature.
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Figure 5.10. Paper Storage. Repurposed
paper storage unit and a typical work
table that both appear to be moved to fit
the demands of current projects. Easily
adaptable or moveable storage may provide
more practicality to this process, but
reference to historic art production brings
charm to an otherwise sterile workspace.

Figure 5.11. 2nd Studio Space. This area
is secondary to the primary studio that is
used mostly for dance during drop-in hours.
Art production occurs in the space depicted
here for greater sound control while music
is being played in the main studio. High
ceilings maintain the feeling of openness
from the main space, but a tighter spatial
arrangement indicates more internal focus
for those working. Diagonally positioned
lights playfully offsets stringent adherence
to the natural grid of the building that
furniture tends to follow.
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Figure 5.12. Storage Locker. Material supply
storage is lockable, but visual access is
granted lessening the feeling of restriction.
The surrounding area is casually organized
allowing necessary items to be secured
without distrust being conveyed. Bright
colours are carried through to this area
which is of secondary significance to primary
programming. Consequently, the area is
not all-together forgettable, but a warm
environment to work independently or in
small groups. The industrial sink is beneficial
for easy clean-up while avoiding a pristine
atmosphere. Exposed wall supports also add
to the raw, edgy aesthetic.

Figure 5.13. Storage Room. This storage
area is located next to open, double storey
studio space. These walls are the only
remaining example of interior graffiti from
the conversion to a formal gallery aesthetic
of white walls. Chaotic imagery seems to give
energy and freedom to this environment.
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Figure 5.14. Media Room. The media
room is located off the main studio
from a catwalk above the graffitipainted storage room. High quality
machines clash with eclectic furnishings
to reiterate that the focus is on art
production. Bright colours counteract
the mundane computer lab atmosphere.

Figure 5.15. Secondary Gallery.
Also along the catwalk, a secondary
gallery space provides variation for
more intimate artwork display needs.
Adjustable lighting offers greater
specificity to different installations.
White walls are enlivened by a bold floor
colour without disrupting the flexibility
of a neutral wall for artwork display.

Figure 5.16. Tackable Surface. Many
interstitial areas are fitted with tackable
surfaces or pamphlet displays to offer
community involvement opportunities
and support. Locating information in
this manner allows users to come by it
naturally without blatant coercion.
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DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
The Graffiti Gallery is influential in many
ways, but its conversion from its grittier,
graffiti-based routes leaves many discussing
the need to fill the void of what was lost.
Despite gaining a city-wide clientele, by
altering the design to suit displays from a
variety of mediums, street-youth lost some
of their “in-the-know” status as doors
opened to a broader art market. The design
of Out of Nowhere picks up where the
Graffiti Gallery left off before the remodel.
Most importantly, the avoidance of white
walls differentiates between the two
closely related facilities as they serve as
a reminder of mainstream art production
and gallery displays.
Some methods used to refine the Graffiti
Gallery, however, are important to note for
both aesthetic and functional aspects of
my design for Out of Nowhere. Strategically
placed tackable surfaces disseminate
information with ease while allowing
specific zones for visual clutter. Graffiti
is used similarly in specific, well-defined
areas allowing a youthful atmosphere while
maintaining a tidy space. Visual security
is enhanced through this technique by
enabling staff to easily monitor different
areas from a distance. Even before the
remodel the Graffiti Gallery used the
main studio space as the basis for a radial
zoning pattern that also helps with visual
security measures. Pops of bold colours are
successfully used to bring interest to areas

of secondary significance. This approach is
helpful for some of the combined functions
of Out of Nowhere that vary greatly in
terms of providing extrinsic motivation. For
example, doing laundry is likely to require
more environmental encouragement than
dancing with groups of friends.
Re p u r p o s e d f u r n i s h i n g s a re u s e d
throughout the Graffiti Gallery, but the lack
of uniformity becomes part of the facility’s
signature. The Out of Nowhere design does
use harmonious furnishing, but the use of
recycled materials present the same sense
of historic value. Exposing the building’s
structural elements and materials also
provides an edginess that translates into an
unrefined, youthful identity while drawing
from the site’s industrial beginnings.
The areas for staff are influential to my
design as they offer areas specifically for
private work as well as communal areas
for staff respite that remain somewhat
undefined, therefore allowing flow
between predominantly staff space and
areas where youth hang out. As a result
staff are encouraged to spend more time
interacting with youth instead of retreating
to “their space.” Varying ceiling heights
helps to differentiate programmatic zones
in order to identify the appropriate user
decorum; openness dictates freedom of
movement naturally, therefore lessening
the need to post rules of conduct.
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5.2 CASE STUDY 2:
SKETCH
Sketch is a Toronto-based art space where
homeless participants can go to play,
explore and express their ideas through
making art. They use professionals to
create job opportunities and offer skillbuilding activities. Their methodology
involves generating communication
between the homeless community and the
general public. By maintaining this interest
with a steady output of projects both
personal and social change are believed
to be possible. Their projects change with
availability, with current activities ranging
from Kung Fu to gardening. An in-house
recording studio allows youth to explore
their musical aspirations from an artistic
as well as technical standpoint. Though
workshops are offered, self-direction helps
participants regain privacy, self-esteem
and the desire to learn. Sketch provides an
alternative art education that focuses on
the main positive characteristic of homeless
youth- their resilience (Sketch, 2010).

Figure 5.17. Promotional Image. This image
depicts the Sketch’s conversion of an industrial
aesthetic to an eclectic art institution. White walls
bounce the abundance of natural light and dark
window frames highlight the building’s character.
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Figure 5.18. Floor Plan. This image depicts Sketch’s floor plan, complete with alternate arrangements.
Green areas indicate open offices or meeting spaces. Yellow shows the location of the woodshop. Purple
shows multi-purpose space. Pink areas are storage, studio and control rooms. Blue spaces indicate project
workspaces and studios.
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Figure 5.19. Kitchenette. Similar to
the Graffiti Gallery, an industrial sink is
used to tackle clean up after art-making
projects. Kitchen cupboards provide
more formality in terms of material
storage. A casual environment is
maintained by items left on counters and
pops of bright colours adding excitement
to work stations.

Figure 5.20. Multipurpose Area. Openconcept multipurpose areas enable
space to be adaptable to specific
projects. The character of the building
is emphasized, bringing identity to the
space, by contrasting the windows
from the walls. Multipurpose space is
arranged to optimize daylight exposure
for art production needs.

Figure 5.21. Work Table + Storage.
The work table performs double
duty with project storage below.
Artwork and material storage blend
together against the wall contributing
to a messy, yet inspirational setting.
T h e wa r mt h o f t h e wo r n wo o d
f l o o rs a n d p a i n t e d b r i c k w a l l s
contrast the exposed pipes and
warehouse lighting.
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Figure 5.22. Storage + Computer.
Open storage of materials provides an
alternative to online reference material
and promotes immediacy within the
creative process. Computer access is in
keeping with the surrounding aesthetic
and therefore avoids associations of
technology needing protection from theft.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
Sketch provides inspiration for the
design of Out of Nowhere through two
prominent design intentions: the first is
the access to light and the second is the
access to materials.
The abundance of daylight let in by the
oversized, character windows affects many
aspects of the design. Because the majority
of art production requires the artist to see
with precision, varying activities must be
accommodated within close proximity to
the windows. Large, multipurpose work
surfaces that double as storage help to
adapt space to the different tasks. An open
floor plan allows furnishings to be moved
for specific jobs, though less cumbersome
furniture might be more expedient. The
natural light creates a positive atmosphere.
This space is unlike the Graffiti Gallery that
uses bold colour to this end. Sketch’s colour
palette is added almost entirely through
the projects and their materials. The warm
wood flooring helps to carry the light

from the windows through to the inner
floor plate. White walls also bounce light
throughout the interior while conforming
to gallery standards. Connotations of the
austere museum environment are avoided
thanks to uneven brick walls that uphold a
rustic intention.
The open rack storage contributes to
the overall sense of creative freedom.
Displaying materials in this manner
offers unintentional extrinsic motivation
by eliminating the need to search for
problem-solving techniques while trying
to overcome creative impasses. In other
words, open storage brings immediacy
to the artistic process. This can mean
the difference between someone giving
up or fully exploring a train of thought.
Working with street youth makes this
design decision of particular interest as
theft is common concern. For this facility,
the benefits obviously outweigh the cost.
Employing an honour system appears to
fortify a sense of mutual trust.
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5.3 CASE STUDY 3:
RAY (RESOURCE
ASSISTANCE FOR YOUTH)
RaY is a non-profit organization that
stemmed from the merger of two different
outreach facilities. RaY’s philosophy is to
provide for Winnipeg’s homeless youth
by responding to their terms in regards to
basic needs. Laundry, showers, condoms,
toiletries, counseling, clothing, linens and
information are readily available with food
bank services open to those under eighteen.
A health clinic is open twice a week and
an outreach mentor aids users in finding
and maintaining appropriate housing.
Participants are given the opportunity
to gain work experience through general
labour positions marketed through the
facility’s webpage. The Gutter Art Space is a
weekly drop-in art class offered at RaY with
local and guest artists running programs.

Figure 5.23. R.a.Y.. The building’s use of bold colour, dark outlines and
graffiti-inspired imagery enables the exterior to represent the space as
inviting and youth-friendly. The entrance is exaggerated with the use of an
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awning making point of entry easily defined and welcoming to new users.
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KEYNOTES
1. RELOCATE EXISTING DOOR TO ROOM 104,
COUNSELLING
2. RELOCATE EXISTING DOOR TO ROOM 002,
MENTAL HEALTH
3. RELOCATE EXISTING DOOR TO ROOM 003,
LEGAL/ADVOCACY
4. RELOCATE EXISTING DOOR TO ROOM 012, STAFF
LOUNGE
5. RELOCATE EXISTING DOOR TO ROOM 010,
BOOKKEEPER
6. RECONFIGURE EXISTING SIDEWALK TO
ACCOMMODATE NEW ELEVATOR ENCLOSURE
7. REPAIR AND REFURBISH EXISTING EXTERIOR
WINDOWS, TYP. OF SEVEN UNITS
8. EXTENT OF EXISTING CANOPY AND CONCRETE
BLOCK/LIMESTONE PILASTERS, TO BE
DEMOLISHED
9. NEW STEEL CANOPY
10. EXISTING THROUGH-FLOOR SUPPLY AIR GRILLE
TO BE RELOCATED. REFER TO MECHANICAL
11. EXISTING ELECTRICAL PANEL TO REMAIN.
DEMOLISH ADJACENT WALLS AS CLOSE TO
PANELS AS POSSIBLE TO MINIMIZE EXTENT OF
WALL. CONFIRM WITH CONSULTANT ON SITE.
12. NEW WINDOW. REFER TO SPECIFICATION
13. PROVIDE NEW SPLIT-FACE LIMESTONE TO MATCH
EXISTING FROM 8'-0" A.F.F. TO UNDERSIDE OF
STEEL DECK ON ALL THREE INTERIOR
ELEVATIONS
14. REPAIR AND REFURBISH EXISTING EXTERIOR
GLAZING AND ALUMINUM CLADDING ABOVE
15. DEMOLISH EXISTING WINDOW AND SILL TO
PREPARE OPENING FOR NEW ELEVATOR.
EXISTING ZONOLITE INSULATION IN CONCRETE
BLOCK TO BE TESTED FOR ASBESTOS CONTENT.
16. NEW CONCRETE UPSTAND/BENCH - REFER TO
STRUCTURAL
17. EXISTING 3/4" FIRE SEPARATION AT ST-2.
PROVIDE ONE LAYER 5/8" TYPE X G.W.B. TO
UPGRADE FIRE SEPARATION TO 1 HR. CONFIRM
EXISTING CONSTRUCTION TO BE 2 1/2" ST. STUDS
@ 16" O.C. C/W 1/2" G.W.B. BOTH SIDES AND
REPORT ANY DISCREPANCY TO THE
CONSULTANT.
18. NEW LOCATION FOR EXISTING THROUGH-FLOOR
SUPPLY AIR GRILLE. REFER TO MECHANICAL
19. EXTEND WALL TO U.S. STEEL DECK
20. WALL ABOVE EXISTING ACOUSTIC CEILING TILE
TO BE FINISHED WITH G.W.B. TO UNDERSIDE OF
STEEL DECK. ENSURE CONTINUITY OF NEW AND
EXISTING VAPOUR BARRIER
21. REFER TO INTERIOR DESIGN DRAWING D-1 FOR
KITCHEN LAYOUT AND EQUIPMENT
22. REFER TO INTERIOR DESIGN DRAWINGS FOR
MILLWORK DETAILS
23. PATCH AND REPAIR CONCRETE AS REQUIRED
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Figure 5.24. Floor Plan. The floor plan for RaY uses

intend to in the near future in order to layer security

a radial layout on both floors to help staff oversee

measures to increase effectiveness. Access to the

activities. By placing offices around the exterior and

basement is granted with use of a doorbell instead

centralizing open, multipurpose areas, youth are

of the traditional buzzer. This slight alteration in

less likely to feel monitored. Staff are not forced

standards creates a big difference in by generating

to do regular checks of areas that are less visible.

positive connotations of being “welcomed” instead

RaY is not currently using video cameras, but they

of “approved for entry.”
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Figure 5.25. Common Area Staff
Seating. The common area houses
open work areas for staff to allow for
immediate response in an emergency.
They are tucked in the corner to allow
for a degree of privacy while maintaining
an auditory connection to youth.

Figure 5.26. Common Area. The main
floor space offers various arrangements
for different activities. This area is
monitored by staff areas on three sides,
but it also provides the best visual
access to the building’s exterior to
create a heightened sense of relaxation.

Figure 4.4. Computer Services. The
innermost wall of the common area
provides users with a row of computers.
The position of the screens allows
staff to monitor activity with minimal
disruption of privacy. Artwork conveys
youth-specific styles, but does so in a
formal mode of presentation. Tidiness,
organization and respect of others are
all subtly conveyed in the common area.
Strategically placed bright colours create
a rhythmic feeling that creates a positive
and activating environment.
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Figure 5.28. Conference Room. The
conference room borders one end of
the common area allowing privacy
while keeping an informal connection to
youth activities. Bold colours are carried
through staff areas leaving less distinction
between youth and staff spaces.

Figure 5.29. Door Glazing. Highly
graphic boardroom glazing creates
a connection to the designs on the
building’s exterior creating harmony. It
also allows visual connection to youth
without obvious monitoring.

Figure 5.30. Quiet Room. A quiet
room serves as a space for youth to be
alone, have meetings with staff, sleep
or receive counseling. Overlapping
functions and presenting a comforting
atmosphere through colour and soft
surfaces helps to ease apprehension
about the stigma of receiving support
through rough times.
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Figure 5.31. Basement Reception. This
desk is across from the main access to
the basement. Staff can see entrants
through the door and buzz people in
for appointments to the many services
offered on this level. Floor patterns used
throughout help dictate first time users’
movements. Brightly coloured finishes
help to make this experience postive.

Figure5.32. Clothing Services. Open
rack storage offers choices to users
without relying heavily on staff
involvement while picking out clothing.
Clearly designated racks help bring order
and efficiency to this process.

Figure 5.33. Laundry Services. Laundry
services are by sign-up appointment similar
to shower access. Warm, inviting colours
are carried through these areas to create
a unified feeling with the rest of the facility
and to energize mundane tasks.
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Figure 5.34. Multipurpose Room.
This room functions mainly as a group
counseling area for addictions. Large,
easily accessed storage enables this
space to convert for different activities.
The circular floor pattern helps to draw
users to activate the open floor space.
Sketchable surfaces allow for immediate
ideation. Including artwork and music
helps to ease the tensions that stem
from the topics discussed.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
The environment Sketch delivers to their
users is one of mutual respect, guidance
and encouragement. It is a youthful
atmosphere, but it is also heavily goal
-oriented. Youth that frequent this facility
are aware that they are intended to get
work accomplished while they are here,
but an allowance for socializing is made
and understood to be necessary.
Putting the common area at the front
entrance demonstrates the balance
between work and play by juxtaposing
computers and office space with a lounge
for media viewing, complete with a stack
of board games. Bold colours bring energy
throughout the interior with particular
emphasis on energizing boring tasks.
Surfaces are easy to clean and kept tidy
signifying the level of expectation for
new users. Some of the serious issues
that arise at this facility are highlighted

through the choices of artwork, which
may help spark discussion. These pieces
are presented in an orderly fashion,
typically on stretched canvas, and they
are deliberately in keeping with the colour
scheme. Spontaneity and rowdy behaviour
are indirectly controlled through measures
such as these. For instance, floor patterns
help direct movements on a subconscious
level. Putting a positive spin on behavioural
restrictions, such as the doorbell, helps to
alleviate stress while conforming to rules.
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5.4 SUMMARY: DESIGN
GUIDELINES
These outreach facilities all present a
different approach to creating positive
changes in the lives of urban street youth. All
three, however, have incorporated art into
the process differently as an effective way
to signify an appreciation of youth culture.
Each precedent uses art as a fun means of
offsetting the serious topics that accompany
homelessness. When these issues do need
to be discussed, artwork presents a natural
and relaxed segue to initiate the process.
Including art from the participants is used
repeatedly to help create a unique spatial
experience to stimulate future projects.
Following the criteria outlined in Chapter
4 on Play Theory, these youth outreach
facilities appear to employ art and design as
a form of play in order to relieve pressure
from the spatial experience.
These examples combine to create a
guideline for the design of Out of Nowhere
in an attempt to extrapolate artistically
playful elements without sacrificing safety
and security of both participants and staff.
These suggestions are not necessarily in
direct correlation with the final design
solution, but they serve as an informative
outline for the programmatic requirements
in Chapter 6.
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•

Consider purposefully straying from the building’s grid to create points of interest.

•

Introduce colour strategically to create harmony, rhythm between zones and to add
excitement to areas that lack extrinsic motivation.

•

Allow for organized chaos through tackable walls, sketching surfaces and display
cases to stimulate creative ideation while instilling good work habits and enabling
spaces to be monitored with ease.

•

Use a radial pattern with staff situated near the building’s exterior to decrease the
need for overt security measures.

•

Use visually penetrable materials for lockable surfaces to limit the feeling of
restricted access.

•

Where possible, offer the feeling of privacy while maintaining sightlines. For
example, partial glazing or the situation of open rack storage can act as a barrier
without sacrificing security.

•

Try using industrial elements, such as lights and pipes or exposed structural
elements to embrace the building’s natural aesthetic in order to provide a sense of
history.

•

Consider repurposing furnishings to establish identity. An eclectic composition of
elements can be useful to making unique associations in the creative process.

•

Incorporate adaptable or easily moveable furnishings and lighting for multipurpose
zoning or where shifting daylight is a factor.

•

Make use of subconscious spatial signifiers to help indicate areas for user
interaction with different environments, such as lowering a ceiling to convey
seriousness or highlighting floor space to direct traffic.

•

Use open rack storage systems where possible to indicate the value of mutual trust
to users and to offer immediacy to the creative process.

•

Consider Hip-Hop culture as a means of integrating urban youth and their artistic
interests.

•

Attempt to lessen the seriousness of security measures by balancing causal and
formal elements or incorporating positive associations such as RaY’s doorbell.

•

Incorporate elements that are appreciated overtime to create a feeling of being
“in-the-know” and part of a community.
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chapt 6: PROGRAMME

6.1 USER PROFILE
Still without Shelter: Winnipeg Street
Youth 2007 is a study by the Addictions
Foundation of Manitoba (2007) that
highlights characteristics of Winnipeg’s
homeless population between the ages
of 14 and 25. A total of 166 people were
interviewed at two different locations
in the city. The study itself is a follow up
to another conducted two years earlier
and demonstrates that adolescents
without a fixed address are becoming
more prevalent in urban environments.
The 2007 demographics showed 15%
more males than females on the street
and reported 1.3% as transgendered. The
mean age was 18.5. The largest ethnic
population represented was the First
Nations at 42% with Caucasian in second
at 29%. Metis made up 21% of the study
and “other” represented 7%. The smallest
ethnic group was Asian at 1%. The study
indicates that street youth are coming
from lifestyles that are, “neglectful at best
and abusive at worst” (p. 3). Over half of
the survey participants had lived in foster
care and only 20% received a high school
diploma. Similarly, only 20% reported
having a regular job. Typical sources of
income varied from panhandling, selling
drugs to prostitution or stealing. Some
form of government support was received
by 25% of the survey participants (Fiesen,
Lemaire, & Patton, 2008). McNaughton
(2008) suggests that many people without
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homes are not encouraged to look for work
because of limitations associated with
losing their government funding (p. 124).
Those with jobs correlate with poor wage
and poor prestige positions. In general,
street youth have difficulty entering the
working world because they lack skills, a
permanent address, and identification. This
delineation can cause disconnect with the
traditional workforces therefore promoting
illegal activity as the best solution (Higgitt,
Ristock & Wingert, 2005).
These findings suggest that the majority
of Out of Nowhere users will be First
Nations males in their late teen years that
have a limited success rate with typical
social systems. The remaining participants
make up over half of the users and show
a variety of cultural differences. Trying to
represent each cultural distinction would
be overwhelming, but Hip-Hop culture will
be embraced to unify these groups. Despite
being based in African American culture,
Hip-Hop now extends cross-culturally into
a global consciousness (Green & SealeyRuiz, 2011, p. 350). This genre also has
physical and artistic means of expression
that create a basis for learning that do not
rely on traditional educational experiences.
The informal jobs of the homeless
population typically reside in the margins
of society. This location commonly leads to
the misinterpretation of this group being

in search of rebellious activities instead of
work. In contrast to social stereotypes, the
youth interviewed in Gaetz and O’Grady’s
(2002) study averaged three jobs and
expressed a desire for “’regular’ jobs” (p.
451). For those with paid employment,
work typically included general labour,
painting, welding, bike courier and
preparation cook for males and babysitting,
cashier, telemarketing and retail sales for
females (Gaetz & O’Grady, 2002). Out of
Nowhere’s design attempts to correct
misunderstandings about this group by
creating an environment that projects
the facility’s skill-building functions and
provides a venue that showcases the users’
lesser-known talents. The “Street Studio”
was incorporated for this purpose along
Alexander Avenue to generate street-level
awareness; here, graffiti is created and
displayed, shifting the external associations
of the site away from basic needs
provision. Alternatively, the facility gives an
impression of a gallery environment that
furthers the community’s drive to expand
upon the boundaries of the Exchange
District and its artistic presence.

Figure 6.1. Untitled. This image is also from the
collection of work generated for Travelling Concepts
in Photography in 2009. This representation of
homeless youth spaces shows the resilient and
resourceful nature of this demographic. The
washed walls, lighting and signage show repeat
efforts to keep street youth at bay. The shopping
cart and newly applied tagging, however, suggests
that this space is appropriated on a daily basis.
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PRIMARY USER OVERVIEW
Independence
Dignity and Respect
Accessibility
Person-Centred

Privacy
Safety
Freedom of Information
Autonomy
Fairness
Honesty
Participation
Social Inclusion
Accountability

Risky
Carry Weapons
Unsafe Sexual Behaviour
Substance Abuse
Familial Displacement
Depressive
Low Socio-Economic Standing
Malaise or “Street Sickness”
Transient
Disconnected
Anxiety
PTSD
Suicidal Ideation
Isolation
Decreased Health

Resilient
Resourceful
Diverse Backgrounds
Fear of Authority
Varying Personality Types
Desperate
Feel Untrusted
Poor Self-Confidence
Unreliable
Desperate
Feel Untrusted
Poor Self-Confidence
Unreliable
Undereducated
Lack of Work Experience

VALUES

CHARACTERISTICS

Table 6.1. Primary User Overview. This table draws from the information found in Chapter 3: Project Inquiry
and the User Profile (See page 45 and 108). The row addressing ‘“Activities” refers to needs that will be met
within the scope of this project. These actions are expanded upon in the section on subspaces in order to
outline the physical requirements of each activity (See page 114).
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GOALS

EMOTIONAL
NEEDS

PHYSICAL NEEDS

ACTIVITIES

Permanent Housing
Regular Diet
Reliable Income
Permanent Employment
Emotional Support
Equality
Group Support
Emotional Support

Equality
Group Support
One-On-One Support
Decision Making
Communication
Attain Life Skills
Attain Work Skills

Youth-Friendly
Group Interaction
Personal Time

Acceptance
Motivation

Connection to Community
Safety
Motivation
Support
Public + Private Space
Washrooms
Food

Lockable Personal Storage
Art Materials
Showers
Computers
Mailing Address
Work
Two Exits at All Times

Laundry
Showering
Personal Computer Use
Studio Computer
Private Studio Work
Group Studio Work

Hanging Out (dancing /
lounge)
Reading / Research
Facility Management
Informal Meetings
Dance Studio Work
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WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

12:00 pm
to
2:00 pm

Drop-in

Drop-in

Drop-in

Drop-in

CONCEPTS
+
CREATION

COMMUNITY
OUTREACH
WORKSHOP

2:00 pm
to
4:00 pm

Drop-in

Drop-in

Drop-in

Drop-in

Drop-in

Drop-in

Drop-in

Drop-in

Drop-in

4:00 pm
to
6:00 pm
6:00 pm
to
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
to
10:00 pm

C l o s e d

TIME

MONDAY

TUESDAY

6.2 FACILITY USAGE

CONCEPTS
RHYTHM
CONCEPTS
+
+
+
CREATION MOVEMENT CREATION

RHYTHM
CONCEPTS
RHYTHM
RHYTHM COMMUNITY
GUEST
+
+
+
INSTRUCTOR
+
OUTREACH
MOVEMENT CREATION MOVEMENT (MOVEMENT) MOVEMENT WORKSHOP
Drop-in

Drop-in

Table 6.2. Facility Usage. Music is expected to be
a constant part of the Out of Nowhere experience.
The dance and music studios are expected to draw
the largest crowd and generate the most noise.
Using professional sound equipment means users
will get a well-rounded experience, but it also
means sound levels will be especially high, helping
to generate enthusiasm (B. Veruela, personal
communication, November 7, 2012). This table
demonstrates how instructional studios can coexist
with the others while still following an open concept
that improves security and programme interrelation
without auditory interruption.
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Drop-in

GUEST
INSTRUCTOR
(RHYTHM)

Drop-in

Drop-in

Graffiti programming is not included on
this table because instruction is organized
with participants on an individual basis
after progress is demonstrated through
the completion of Concepts + Creation
studios. The “Street Studio” is presented
as a space of special significance because
of its connection to the community. Proper
respect for rule adherence must also be
demonstrated before individual instruction
will be granted for this studio. The idea
behind this programme is to provide
motivation for goal attainment within the
facility to demonstrate the concepts for
personal growth that can be applied in
other aspects of life.

Use of the digital wall is on a firstcome, first-serve basis. Computer kiosks
provide digital sign-up sheets, access
to the internet and a list of available
appointments for services such as laundry,
showers and counseling as well services on
the upper floors. Staff can access files by
using the conference room, staff room or
office computers.
Digital media instruction is offered
through video seminars that allow users
to learn at their own pace. This approach
to learning may encourage a greater
reliance on peer-based support. Clement
and Karabanow (2004) suggest that street
youth may benefit from this approach
because peer-support comes from a place
of empathy and it reduces the reliance on
authority figures (p. 102).
The community outreach workshop is
included in this table to provide structure
for on-going endeavours that require
a commitment from street youth for
community performances. These events
may take the form of dance exhibitions,
rap battles or graffiti writing workshops
and demonstrations. Street youth,
however, are notably unreliable when it
comes to engagements that do not relate
directly to providing for their own basic
needs (Bauer, Champagne, Fitzer, Harper,
Hendry, & Woelfer, 2011; Bridgman,
2011; Clement, & Karabanow, 2004).
This programme, therefore, provides

an opportunity to develop confidence,
time management skills, a sense of social
responsibility and networking opportunities
through activities that youth are already
passionate about; these skills and benefits
translate directly to most “regular jobs.”
(Gaetz and O’Grady’s, 2002, p. 451). By
combining access to basic needs services
with regularly scheduled programming,
the Out of Nowhere facility differs from
independent career centre that lack an
outlet for putting knowledge into practice.
Participants are intended to be referred by
existing local resources. These resources
may include other outreach facilities or
counselors from local schools. General
admission is welcome; however, an
electronic sign-in sheet will be required
This strategy will be used to help manage
occupants’ safety and report success of
individual programs.
The dance studio accommodates 30
participants. The painting studio will
comfortably fit ten participants, but
overflow is easily achieved with access
to the assembly area. The graffiti “Street
Studio” will accommodate five students
and the music studio supports four active
participants at one time. At the end of
studio programmes, participants will be
asked to help clean-up as part of the studio
participation.
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6.3 SUBSPACES
SPACE

QTY.

FT2

OCC.

ACTIVITIES

FFE

1

350

10

Assemblage
Minor Construction
Digital Graffiti
Socializing

Open Rack Storage
Open Floor Space
Paper Storage
Seating
Construction Zone
Cutting Table
Hardware Storage
Artwork Display
Method
Digital Wall

2

400

8

Social Networking
E-mailing
Music Mixing
Online Research
Digital Art + Design

Computers
Wall-Mounted
Headphones
Seating
Desk Surface
Storage
Digital Wall
Standing Computer Station

1

1,150

30

Dancing
Strength Training
Stretching
Watch Performances
Games

Dance Floor (30 Ppl.)
Professional Lighting
Gym Mats
Mirrors
Communal Seating
Stage
Music Control Station
Plyometric Boxes
Standing Computer Station

PRIMARY SERVICES:

Assembly Studio

Digital Lounge

Dance Studio

Table 6.3. Subspaces. The assembly and painting studio are intended to be used by the same group of ten
participants for the Concepts + Creation studio. The primary services users and the staff required to support
these functions are used to determine the occupancy load. Secondary services are utilized by the same group
(See page 116).
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SPACE

QTY.

FT2

OCC.

ACTIVITIES

FFE

1

120

4

Rapping / Emceeing
Disc Jockeying
Digital Music Work
Waiting to Perform
Socializing

Turn Tables
Seating
Speakers
Lockable Storage Cage
Professional Lighting
Work Surface
Digital Wall
Computers

1

1,300 10

Painting
Drawing
Projector Use
Collaging
Cleaning Brushes
Group Discussions

Painting Frames (8’x4’ Min.)
Work Surface
Moveable Seating
Sink
Projector
Lockable Material Storage
Project Display Methods
Sketching Surface

1

500

Spray Painting
8’ x 4 ’ Art Display System
One-On-One Meetings (Vertical + Horizontal)
Air Quality Control
System
Instructor Station
Signage
Lighting for Day + Night
Lockable Doors
Bench Seating

PRIMARY SERVICES:

Music Studio

Painting Studio

“Street” Studio
(Graffiti)

5

Three digital walls are included in different areas to provide a full-body, interactive art experience
to multiple users even when scheduled programs are not running. This feature is intended to
set the Out of Nowhere facility apart from existing art resources and help generate interest
about the facility.
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SPACE

QTY. FT2

OCC. ACTIVITIES

FFE

1

600

16

Video Conferences
Staff Meetings

Conference Table + Chairs
Soft Seating
Television
Storage
Food Display Area
Emergency Call System

2

400

2

Research
Relaxing
Meetings (3 Ppl.)

Soft Seating
File Storage
Desk
Computer
Lockable Storage
Emergency Call System

1

100

1

Filing
Phone Calls
Scheduling
Socializing
Monitoring Mezzanine

Desk + Computer
Lockable File Storage
Standing Computer
Station

SECONDARY SERVICES:

Conference Room

Counseling Office

Counselors
Reception

Secondary services are intended to provide intermediary functions for youth between studio classes. Instead
of relegating these services entirely to the upper floors where basic needs are the primary focus, youth are
encouraged to find enjoyment in mundane activities and develop task management skills.
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SPACE

QTY. FT2

OCC. ACTIVITIES

FFE

1

72

4

Wash , Dry, Rinse +
Fold Clothing

Stacking Washer /
Dryer Units (4)
Folding Surface
Baskets
Garbage
Rolling Hampers + Storage
Industrial Sink
Lockable Storage

1

1,550 10

Entry
Program Sign-Up
Activity Monitoring
Socializing
Checking Mail

Bike Storage
Mail Boxes
Ramp
Upper Floor Access
Temporary Seating

Small Groups HangOut
One-On-One Meetings
Relaxing
Watching Dance
Artwork Viewing
Passing Through

Soft Seating
Bench Seating
Reference Material
Storage

SECONDARY SERVICES:

Laundry

Lobby

1

Private Lounge

400

9
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SPACE

QTY. FT2

OCC. ACTIVITIES

FFE

1

200

2

One-On-One Meetings Desk + Seating
Relaxing
Computer
Research
Sound Reduction
File Storage
Lockable Storage
Emergency Call System

1

200

2

One-On-One Meetings Desk + Seating
Relaxing
Computer
Research
Sound Reduction
File Storage
Lockable Storage
Emergency Call System

1
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1

One-On-One Meetings Soft Seating
Detention
Lockable Door
Counseling
(Exterior Control)
Unbreakable Window
Emergency Call System

SECONDARY SERVICES:

Program
Co-ordinator Office

Program
Director Office

Quiet Room

Alarm-equipped intercom systems with music override are required in each subspace.
All subspaces require visual access and two points of egress.
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SPACE

QTY. FT2

OCC. ACTIVITIES

FFE

SECONDARY SERVICES:

1

200

2

Sign-In Users
Direct Users
W/C Key Sign-Out
Monitoring Activities

Lockers
Open Rack Storage
Shopping Cart Storage
Touch-Screen
Computer
Seating
Signage

2

100

2

Equipment Storage
for Dance + Music
File Storage

Open Racks
Lockable Cabinets
Lockable Door

100

1

Storage
Cleaning Preparation

Hazardous Material
Storage Cabinet with Lock
Open Rack Storage
Wall-Mounted Storage
Auto-Electric Floor Cleaner
Janitorial Cart
Lockable Door

60

1

Personal Use

Shower
Grab Bars
Sink
Mirror
Wall-Mounted Storage

Reception

Storage

1

Utility Room

Washrooms /
Showers
(Barrier-Free)

3
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6.4 SPECIAL
CONSIDERATIONS

one-on-one communication with staff. The
built-in bench helps to reduce the risk of
Overall, the Out of Nowhere facility is injury to the user and damage to the facility.
intended to function with the understanding This area includes a window to create a
of mutual trust. It is also designed to avoid connection to the exterior environment, but
references to prisons that often deter people security glass is specified to prevent injury in
from using homeless outreach services case the user beomes physically disruptive.
(Browne, 2002). However, because some
participants may be living with addictions Participant safety strategies only go so
or mental illness there is aneed for staff to far. Unless the interior indicates safety to
address unsafe or out-of-control behaviour. the user the participant may never fully
engage. Jill Pable’s article “Design Response
Designing for urban street youth requires to Homelessness,” suggests the use of
some special considerations in terms of retreat spaces and seating against walls
safety and security for participants and to allow people to self-govern their social
staff alike. In case of an emergency, a needs. She also states that minimizing
detainment room is included in the design. boredom and maximizing individuality will
This area is designated for situations where help in developing a new sense of self (p.
staff is unable to manage a participant’s 4). Often, homeless resources are built to
behaviour. When this space is used for this accommodate as many people as building
purpose, the next step is to involve the code permits instead of limiting the scope
police. Positioning this room near an exit to a manageable level. In doing this,
allows for ease of transport and minimal participants lose a sense of place as they
disruption to ongoing programs. This find themselves shuffling through a series
location also helps retain respect for the of line-ups – a slow-paced, perpetually
individual’s right to discretion. This measure transitional zone. This design consideration
is currently employed by Siloam Mission, led to the inclusion of multiple kiosks for
where they report its minimal use, but also program sign-up sheets so users do not have
noted the sense of security it provides for to stand waiting to participate.
staff (C. Cancade, personal communication,
September 20, 2011). The seriousness of
this measure will be downplayed for the
participants by referring to this space as
the Quiet Room, using it as a multipurpose
room. On a daily basis this area will be for
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The facility’s neighbourhood is also currently
in transition. Conditions may be on the
rise, but developing with longevity in mind
means designing to preserve the building`s
contents. Broken glass and other forms
of vandalism are the visible remnants of
break-ins throughout this area. Security
doors are a necessary safety precaution, but
their presence must be in keeping with the
aesthetic and stay away from connotations
of entrapment. Curvilinear lines are used
at the entrance in contrast to the rigid
structure of the building. Attention is
drawn to the door, but the lines soften the
experience and detract from the seriousness
of their function.

The primary users are exposed to standards
of living that do not always meet the hygiene
standards of mainstream society. In order
to integrate these two groups, cleanliness
must become ingrained in the facility’s
function. Users are encouraged to take
responsibility for their involvement in the
facility by including fifteen minutes at the
end of each program designated to cleaning
efforts. Impervious garbage containment
and durable materials will be vital in
deterring insects. Maintaining employee
satisfaction is also considered by providing
separate washroom facilities for staff
(Pable, 2005, p. 4).
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6.5 SPATIAL ADJACENCIES
Table 6.4. Spatial Adjacencies. Spatial relationships
are primarily influenced by the dance studio. This
space creates a focal point that all other programs
are situated around. This circular format gives street
youth the ability to participate by just watching,
thereby relieving the pressure on new users that
are not ready to commit to an activity. This format
is supported by the music studio that acts as the
heartbeat giving life to all other functions, making
the even the mundane activities more enjoyable.
Laundry services, washrooms and lounges are
interspersed with more exciting programs. With
this arrangement, these spaces are perceived in a
positive manner as they become a reprieve from
areas of high intensity. The reception area has
views to the painting studio, assembly studio and
dance studio. An auditory connection to the music
studio also entices participation. This area also has
open rack storage for easy delivery from the main
entrance of found items that can be used for studio
work. Most areas require some form of storage, but
integrating storage into furnishings has alleviated
some concerns. For example, the Digital Lounge
has a built-in unit for electronic supplies and the
Private Lounge uses chairs with storage for books
and magazines.
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x
x

x

ASSEMBLY STUDIO
COMPUTERS – DROP-IN
COMPUTERS – STUDIO
CONFERENCE ROOM
COUNSELOR RECEPTION DESK
DANCE STORAGE
DANCE STUDIO
DIGITAL LOUNGE
ENTRANCE
LAUNDRY
LOBBY
MUSIC STORAGE
MUSIC STUDIO
OFFICE – COORDINATOR
OFFICE – COUNSELORS
OFFICE – DIRECTOR
PAINTING STUDIO
PRIVATE LOUNGE
QUIET ROOM
RECEPTION
SECURITY DESK
STAFF ROOM
STORAGE
STREET STUDIO - GRAFFITI
UTILITY ROOM
W/C – STAFF
W/C – YOUTH
DAYLIGHT
EXTERIOR
LOUD AREA
NEAR EXIT
Important
Somewhat Important
Separate x
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ZONING

1ST + 2ND FLOOR

Table 6.5. Zoning. This graphic depicts the zoning
intentions derived from the adjacency matrix that
inform the initial floor plan. Consideration is given
to the interrelation, both physically and visually,
between floors.
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MEZZANINE

visual connection
major connection
minor connection
exterior connection
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chapt 7: DESIGN

DEVELOPMENT

7.0 DESIGN PROPOSAL

element (UNIQUE); both provide various
Out of Nowhere reimagines service delivery points of interest (REDUNDANT); neither
as a positive experience for street youth. site is perceived to be stressful (RELAXED).
By giving youth a casual context to explore Personal freedom to explore is, therefore,
outreach options, information and services the overarching language that the art
can be attained with fewer socially imposed outreach studio tries to adopt in hopes of
deterrents. The facility’s subversive concept reinvigorating youth toward their goals.
lies in preventing homelessness, but it is
expressed pleasantly and patiently through The Out of Nowhere facility draws from
a sense of belonging and emotional and playgrounds and junkyards as a starting
physical growth. The myriad of support point for the design. The programmatic
services intended for the upper floors are functions alone provide the element of
literally grounded in this idea by placing Hip- fun, but in terms of the design, alternating
Hop programming on the first and second areas that force the body to move differently
floors. The design reinforces this connection increases excitement throughout the floor
visually at the heart of the building to plate. Conveying a relaxing environment
remind staff daily about the importance of is most important with first impressions.
providing well-rounded care of urban youth. As a result, the lobby was chosen to be a
cheerful experience through eclectic mix
Chapters 2 and 3 serve as the basis for of repurposed building materials – a direct
creating an effective interior design strategy influence from the junkyard aesthetic. This
toward homeless prevention. Play concepts, approach is carried throughout the facility,
therefore, underlie each design decision. but the atmosphere gets less polished
Visual references to both playgrounds and entering the second floor. Redundancy is
junkyards are apparent. In many ways these observed with varying options for artwork
environments appear to be at opposing display and multiple points of general
ends of the design spectrum, but in other interest such as the shipping container
ways they fulfill all five play criteria. Different lounge or the digital media wall. The space
people, young and old alike, might describe feels natural by playing into the existing
both as enjoyable spaces (FUN); each site building grid. Intentional divergence from
encourages the interaction with unusual, this rhythm, both horizontally and vertically,
yet natural bodily engagement (NATURAL); creates more points of interest without
no two junkyards will ever be the same and introducing more clutter. The unique
the imaginative possibilities of playgrounds qualities of this facility are mostly apparent
mean there is almost always a signature through the facility’s premise - an unusual
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combination of art and homeless culture.
In the design this is best expressed through
the open and enthusiastic presentation of
Hip-Hop programming to the surrounding
neighbourhood through the Street Gallery’s
graffiti display.
The existing site persuaded design decisions
mainly because of its orientation to the
Alexander Avenue and Stanley Street
intersection. The entrance is located at this
corner to generate attention from both
incoming streets. Views from this corner of
311 Alexander overlook shorter buildings
than the other sides with a difference of
about five storeys. This visual access creates
an authentic sense of opening up to the
community. Because the existing building
follows the neighbourhood aesthetic, a
total departure from the original character
may suggest gentrification instead of a local
appreciation. Lighting effects and a relatively
small intervention of curvilinear lines sets
this building apart with subtlety.
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7.1 DESIGN CONCEPT
The atmosphere of the facility combines
different elements pertaining to street
youth in order to create a unique
experience. Elements from nightlife culture
such as industrial references and lighting
trusses are used to relate directly to other
environments that generally interest youth.
Specificity to urban street youth is derived
from street lamps, billboards and shipping
containers – areas where inner-city youth
exercise spatial appropriation. Literally
adopting these features into the space
fulfilled the requirement for up-cycled
found objects that speak to the idea that
great art can come from anywhere.
The artwork produced by the users is a
necessary consideration in the design. HipHop art is usually incredibly graphic with
high contrast and bold colours. Lines are
often overtly dynamic. Combining the work
of many participants plays a big part in the
aesthetic of the interior; the environment
will be ever-changing in this respect.
Relying on neutral shades and natural
finishes helps to organize spaces without
overwhelming the senses. Colour is used
sparingly to create harmony between like
elements and make spaces that are easily
defined.
Kilroy, a cartoon made popular through
the tagging efforts of American soldiers
during WWII, is incorporated to signify a
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connection to urban culture (Banks, 2012).
Kilroy’s presence near the opening of the
second floor is a positive reference to the
roots of graffiti writing. Despite ceaseless
attempts to end graffiti writing altogether,
Kilroy is a reminder of survival and
perseverance – his tag “Kilroy was here”
also suggests to first time users that they
are not alone.

Figure 7.1. Sketchbook Concept Development.
This collection of terms emerged after
investigating Hip-Hop imagery through films,
event posters and album covers. This list served
as a guide for graphic aspects of the design to
maintain a youth-specific aesthetic.

Figure 7.2. Design Concept. This collage
demonstrates some of the key elements that
define the character of the interior environment.
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CONTEMPORARY INSPIRATION:
and incorporates an intriguing level of
FREE-RUNNING

Figure 7.3. Free-Running.
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risk suitable to the interests of urban
street youth. Incorporating scaffolding
into the dance studio creates a safe place
to practice and separates dance from
other facility functions without impeding
sightlines. This feature also adapts the
concept of a playground to the idea of a
serious workout facility easily acceptable
to young adults.

Fig. 7.3

v

Döll and Lefaivre, 2007, describe vacant
spaces as areas of natural congregation.
In the urban environment, movement
is restricted by various rules governing
behaviour. By creating a community for
going against these rules, “free-running”
has become an acceptable urban sport
that provides a sense of freedom (pg.
29). This activity is easily accessible in
urban areas, requires skill development

S T E P U P R E V O LU T I O N
Thinking of Hip-Hop culture in a global
context means looking to mainstream
media representations that are observed
en masse. The 2012 film Step Up Revolution
pays particular attention to the evolution
of the four elements of Hip-Hop. A modern
image of the element of dance is shaped
with suspension cables, atypical venues,
traditional dances styles and prosthetics.
Graffiti is shown to be more about the

act of installation of any artistic medium,
not just writing with paint on walls. The
influence of the digital age on DJing
and emceeing are shown through video
accompaniments and the increased
mobility of related equipment. The design
of Out of Nowhere involves these ideas in
various ways, but most notably by adapting
the movie`s use of shipping containers and
including an assembly studio to account for
various artistic mediums.

Figure 7.4. Shipping Containers. Hip-Hop stage made

Figure 7.5. Graffiti Sculpture. Graffiti-inspired

of shipping containers.

sculptural installation.

Figure 7.6. Suspended Hip-Hop. Experimentation

Figure 7.7. Glass Graffiti. A graffiti installation on

with cables and gravity for props for Hip-Hop

layered glass.

performance.
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7.2 SPATIAL CONFIGURATION

Figure 7.8. West Section. Looking west shows an
up-cycled car windshield with a view into the lobby
space from the ``Street Studio``. This installation
as well as the oversized exterior windows,
provides visual connection to both the street and
visitors. This space is separated from other studio
spaces providing a more formal, work-oriented
environment that is an expression of artistic youth
interests to the public.
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Figure 7.9. Rendered West Section. The private
lounge creates an intimate environment that
offers youth a visual connection to studio activities
to encourage participation. The idea is to enable
learning through observation so youth can come
to pushing their comfort zones in their own time
and still have a place to “fit in.” Using a bright
orange shipping container placed high above the
activity below makes a reference to a treehouse
where the sense of play is understood to make
hanging out innately more enjoyable.
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Figure 7.10. East Section. The light column
visually unifies the entire building activities,
grounding facility functions in the emotional
issues of youth in a positive way. It also references
traditional dance studios that commonly have
an ethereal effect through natural lighting.
Truss lighting is incorporated to contrast the
natural light and draw imagery from a nightclub
atmosphere, providing a more professional
experience.
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Figure 7.11 Rendered East Section. The LED
ticker tape extends around all three sides of the
mezzanine, unifying different areas of activity
and visually expresses the energy of the music
being played. The digital walls act as areas
of congregation, leaving the private lounge
available for more intimate conversation or
personal reflection.
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STREET STUDIO
RECEPTION
PAINTING STUDIO
QUIET ROOM
LAUNDRY SERVICES
W/C FOR YOUTH
DIGITAL WALL
ART DISPLAY BILLBOARD
ASSEMBLAGE
PRIVATE LOUNGE
DIGITAL LOUNGE
STORAGE + STAFF W/C
COUNSELING
CONFERENCE ROOM
DANCE STUDIO
MUSIC STUDIO
STUDIO COMPUTERS + DIGITAL WALL
LOBBY
MAIN ENTRANCE
SECONDARY EXITS
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PAINTING
NON-ART SERVICES
ASSEMBLY
LOUNGES
STAFF SPACES

DANCE
MUSIC
LOBBY
LIGHT
COLUMN +
STAIRS

Figure 7.12. 3D Zoning.
Exploded 3D zoning showing
program relationships.

Figure 7.13. Axonometric.
Axonometric view of the
designed portions of 311
Alexander Avenue.
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7.3 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
ENTRANCE
The character of the Out of Nowhere
facility is developed by balancing creative
intentions and respecting the local
aesthetic. The main doors act as a landmark
at the south-west corner of the building.
The rigid concrete exterior is purposefully
contrasted through the use of the golden
rectangle’s spiral surrounding the entrance.
This intervention of the façade expresses
the facility’s focus on art education and
playful deviance from social norms.
Emphasizing the doors creates a notable
first impression while preserving the
character of the existing building.

Figure 7.14. Entrance. The main entrance forms a golden
rectangle to demonstrate an appreciation for formal art
education. The awning is made from old graffiti projects.
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“RAC” BIKE ARC
LOCKABLE STORAGE
FOR SHoPPING CARTS
WALL-MOUNTED
MAIL BOXES

RAMPED
EXIT
EMERGENCY
EXIT

EMERGENCY
EXIT

LOBBY
ENTRANCE

Figure 7.15.

SCALE: 0’-1/16” = 1’-0”

1ST FLOOR
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1ST FLOOR
Despite being monitored from the front
desk, the lobby provides free spaces for
users to book appointments, meet friends,
wait for rides or gather information.
Shopping cart lockers and bike racks are
provided, but the ramp also allows users
to take these items on to the elevator –
this method permits users to personally
monitor their belongings while accessing
the services on the upper floors. The ramp
extends the entrance’s spiral formation
creating a natural sense of movement
through the lobby that may be helpful for
integrating new users. The dropped-ceiling
installation also swoops to emphasize a
feeling of opening up from the second
floor into the lobby - sort of an expression
of the music radiating from within the
studio. This feature is made of recycled
chain-link fence adorned with hanging,
multi-coloured plastic that catches the light
from the windows to create a shimmering,
ethereal effect (See figure 7.23). Overall,
minimal furnishings, exposed concrete
and the contrast of geometric and organic
lines draw reference to a skateboard park –
another youth-friendly environment.
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Figure 7.16.

SCALE: 0’-1/16” = 1’-0”

1ST FLOOR
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2ND FLOOR
The dance studio is the focus of the entire
facility as it is perceived to be the easiest
point of integration for new users. Because
this studio requires very little in the way
of furnishings, it also creates an open
environment that is beneficial for security.
Incorporating places to watch dancers
from the sidelines allows people to feel
comfortable observing until they are ready
to participate. This idea is achieved through
wide paths of travel with intermittent
points of interest such as water fountains
and equipment storage. These spatial
functions seem unimportant, but they can
act as catalysts for undefined activity and
therefore become significant to the overall

play experience. By providing natural
areas of congregation with less restriction
and inspiration from surrounding
studios, routes are created that optimize
opportunities for unplanned play.
To balance this intrinsic draw for
collaborative participation in open areas,
quieter zones bank either side of the
offices. These zones provide youth with
a more intimate environment without
compromising security. These spaces
include a digital wall, computers, lockers
and an area for personal calls. All areas
offer two points of egress as an extra
safety precaution.

GARBAGE BIN
CUTTING TABLE
RECONFIGURED
SHIPPING CONTAINER
WITH STORAGE RACK
RECONFIGURED SHIPPPING
CONTAINER WITH WORK BENCH,
ATTACHED STOOLS + MOVABLE
PAINTING RACKS
VENDING MACHINE
TEMPORARY “PIPE” SEATING 1
TEMPORARY “PIPE” SEATING 2
STANDING COMPUTER STATION

TRUSS BENCH SEATING
WITH LOCKABLE
STORAGE + DIGITAL
WALL ABOVE
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RECONFIGURED
SHIPPING CONTAINER
FOR MULTI-USER
COMPUTER STATION
BUILT-IN CONCRETE
BENCH SEATING
RECEPTION DESK +
INNER BOOK SHELF
FOLDABLE LANDING
MATS (STORAGE ON
SCAFFOLDING)
SCAFFOLDING
RECLAIMED LUMBER
COFFEE TABLE/BENCH
STREET LIGHT

PAINTING STUDIO

ASSEMBLY
STUDIO

DANCE
STUDIO
RECEPTION

DIGITAL LOUNGE

STAFF LOUNGE

“STREET”
GRAFFITI
STUDIO

Figure 7.17.

SCALE: 0’-1/16” = 1’-0”
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The reception acts as a hub for information
and security. Video surveillance helps staff
to monitor every zone without disrupting
studios. Standing computer stations help to
include staff areas throughout the floor plan.
The laundry and shower services are
embedded within studio areas in hopes
of lessening the emotional burden of
accessing basic needs services. The art
display methods and studio activities give
this area many open-ended possibilities
for passing time in a positive and atypical
manner in comparison to standard
outreach practices.
A quiet room is included next to the ramped
secondary exit. The primary function of
this space is for detainment in case of an
emergency. In that scenario, proximity to
the exit allows removal of the individual
with police assistance to be executed with
discretion. On a daily basis, however, this
space will be used for private conversation
or a place to relax to help relieve some of
the stigma surrounding its use.
Staff washroom facilities and a storage
room are located along the east stairwell.
This location takes advantage of an existing
plumbing stack, but it also helps to circulate
staff away from the offices and reception.
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The Street `graffiti` studio flanks the
majority of the south wall. This narrow
space creates a democratic gallery for
the surrounding community. This zoning
decision was made in order to display the
talent, drive and professional attributes of
urban street youth - characteristics that
combat stereotypes of this demographic.
The utility room is located next to the
existing building`s exhaust stack to
avoid any auditory concerns that might
affect programs.

MEZZANINE
The music in Hip-Hop culture is said to be
the heartbeat of all Hip-Hop activities; its
importance at Out of Nowhere is literally
elevated above all other programming to
represent this fact. This studio inevitably
leaves participants waiting for their turn
on the microphone. Counseling offices
also commonly leave people waiting and on
display for social scrutiny. Activities such as
the computers, the private lounge and the
digital wall are provided to optimize user
participation. Following play theory`s idea
of being both without and without function
is applied here by offer casual interactions
that covertly minimize the stigma
surrounding the access to counseling
services. The music studio also offers an

BUZZICUBE QUATRO 3D 72`
OTTOMAN
BUZZICUBE 3D 30` OTTOMAN
BUZZICUBE T 3D OTTOMAN
TEMPORARY `PIPE SEATING 1
TEMPORARY `PIPE` SEATING 3
STANDING COMPUTER STATION
TRUSS BENCH SEATING WITH
LOCKABLE STORAGE + DIGITAL
WALL ABOVE
RECONFIGURED SHIPPING
CONTAINER FOR MULTI-USER
COMPUTER STATION
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auditory barrier enabling youth to open
up to their counselors without the fear of
being overheard by their peers.
For everyday use, the conference room
gives staff an area of retreat from studio
participation. Storage, video conferencing
and a computer for private work is
available. This space also provides youth
with exposure to a professional office
environment where they might be asked to
help with presentations to investors.

CUSTOM `TETRIS`SHELVES WITH
LOCKABLE RECORD STORAGE
PORTATIVE DEEJAY BOOTH
EXPANDED-MESH CHAIR
COFFEE TABLE MADE FROM
RECLAIMED LUMBER
TRUSS LIGHTING
CONFERENCE TABLE + CHAIRS

BILLBOARD ART DISPLAY

PRIVATE LOUNGE

CONFERENCE RM
RECEPTION

MUSIC STUDIO
DIGITAL
LOUNGE
STORAGE

Figure 7.19.

SCALE: 0’-1/16” = 1’-0”
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The mezzanine level is accessed through
the addition of two new staircases,
leaving the existing staircases for use
by staff from upper floors or for use in
case of an emergency. Elevator access
to the mezzanine is facilitated with the
incorporation of a catwalk that reinforces
the facility`s industrial atmosphere. The
catwalk and private lounge provided an
intriguing area for no distinguishable
purpose other than hanging out. Because
this zone has the best view of the billboard
as well as the most separation from staff
involvement, it is expected to encourage
youth to appropriate the space to their
needs. The centralized location and visually
penetrable materials let staff observe
activity with ease without being involved
all the time.
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Figure 7.20.

SCALE: 0’-1/16” = 1’-0”

MEZZANINE
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UPCYCLED
FENCING
HANGING
INSTALLATION

DANCE
STUDIO

UPCYCLED
DRUM BARREL
CHAIRS

RECEPTION
DESK

DIGITAL
LOUNGE

UPCYCLED
WINDSHIELD
UPCYCLED
DOORS

Figure 7.21. East Lobby Wall Elevations. (NTS) The main lobby wall is
used as a feature wall. Repurposed office wall paneling and doors from
the previous tenant’s offices are painted white to lighten the concrete
interior, creating a welcoming atmosphere; they also question the white

v

walls of traditional art institutions. Windows from the mezzanine level
allow youth to maintain their visual connection to locked-up belongings.
Fig. 7.21
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PAINTING
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CUTTING
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CHALK
BOARD
STORAGE +
WASH STATION

BILLBOARD
CATWALK
ACCESS

YOUTH
W/C

ASSEMBLY STUDIO
STORAGE RACKS

DIGITAL
WALL

FOLDING
TABLE
LAUNDRY
SERVICES

Figure 7.22. North Wall Elevations. (NTS) Left to right, the north wall depicts four major zones: the painting
studio, youth washrooms, assembly studio (with digital wall) and laundry services. The billboard unifies these
black ceiling appears to be dripping down in the north-west corner of the building where Kilroy, an iconic graffiti

Fig. 7.22
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zones from above; it also reflects student’s accomplishments and serves as inspiration for future projects. The
figure, reminds youth of the heritage of their art form.
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LOBBY
This view of the lobby depicts the natural
progression from the front doors where
the floor plan is 3.5 `lower than the second
floor plate. The gradual progression of
the ramp and the view into the studio
detract from this variance in height. A
car windshield is used to create a visual
connection to the Street Studio as well
as introducing the concept of up-cycling
and street references. The feature wall is
made from repurposed doors and wall

panels. These elements are intended
to be reclaimed from the offices that
previously existed in this corner of the
building. These embellishments are now
enjoyed democratically by everyone using
the facility. The doors also metaphorically
speak to the variety of opportunities for
facility participants.

Figure 7.23. Lobby. This lobby references a skate park through the use of curvilinear lines used in the
ramp, ceiling installation and bike racks. Art spaces are referenced as well with a re-envisioning of the
white wall made of repurposed doors and a grand gesture made by the ceiling installation.
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RECEPTION
The reception area is staffed by security,
student-counselors and support staff
to help guide new users. Staff monitor
traffic with an electronic sign-in sheet
and hand out washroom and locker keys.
From here, art-related programs standout
over secondary services such as laundry
and counseling. This area also includes
lockers, a chalkboard, a bulletin board
and a phone call station made from sound
reduction padding.

Figure 7.24. Reception. Visual access to
the lobby allows users to easily maintain a
Fig. 7.23
Fig. 7.24
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connection to their bikes and shopping carts.

v
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PAINTING STUDIO
A reconfigured shipping container helps
to create a sense of intimacy for users of
the painting studio; cutouts in the sides
maintain sightlines for staff. This area is
meant for individual work with adjustable
painting racks attached to one side and
a work surface extends the full length
of the other side. Inverting shipping
containers from their typical exterior
environment humourously presents a
unique spatial experience for participants
- a learning environment atypical to North
American standards.

Work tables and a chalkboard provide an
area for group discussions. Video monitors
displaying student work and information
about up-coming events are are also visible
from this seating area. Sliding vertical
racks on the north wall offer another work
station situated in front of a projector
for translating digital work to canvas or
plywood. A clean-up station with a sink
and lockable storage is also incorporated
along this wall.

Figure 7.25. Painting Studio. The painting studio provides staff ladder access to the billboard catwalk
above the washrooms for youth situated beside the painting studio. A gate along the catwalk restricts
access up the ladder during regular operating hours.
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A digital wall with accompanying soft seating
Stairs made of expanded metal and open acts as a middle ground between laundry
storage racks act as the assembly studio’s services and project assemblage to provide
walls allowing sightlines to be preserved. a place for observation or interaction. The
This form of storage also promotes constant combination of the oversized monitor with
inspiration in terms of materiality for the overhead billboard for artwork display
projects. Because art instruction often provides an interior environment that is
investigates emotional topics, the design reminiscent of urban streets, but instead of
of this space considers quick access to advertising, the youth’s artwork is reflected
the quiet room and private lounge. This back to users as inspiration (See figure 7.26).
space is centred around open floor space
for flexibility with the types of projects
undertaken.

Figure 7.26. Assembly Studio. The assembly

Fig. 7.25

studio. Expanded metal delineates space, but

Fig. 7.26
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studio borders the scaffolding of the dance

v

ASSEMBLY STUDIO

promote observation in hopes of enticing users
to try unfamiliar art forms.
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DIGITAL LOUNGE

DANCE STUDIO

Standing computer kiosks provide users
with electronic sign-up sheets for use
of the digital wall and other services –
one is in the digital lounge, one in the
dance studio and one is in the counseling
reception area. Students are provided with
eight computers in the digital lounge and
music studio, leaving the kiosks mainly for
staff. The digital lounge kiosk is situated
next to the staff room in order to help staff
fulfill their work needs while maintaining a
connection with youth. A collapsible, sliding
wall between these spaces enables further
interconnection as desired. Of the three
digital walls provided, the digital lounge
offers the most privacy from studios,
but consequently, it also has the closest
monitoring from staff areas. The computers
are situated along another reconfigured
shipping container to, again, provide a
heightened sense of intimacy and focus
for users. Headphones are attached to the
container wall and computers are mounted
to the desk to help reduce the need for
monitoring against theft (See figure 7.28).

The dance studio is the focus of the
entire facility, as it is perceived to be the
easiest point of integration for new users.
Incorporating places to watch dancers from
the edges of this studio allows people to
feel comfortable observing until they are
ready to participate. Incorporating wide
paths and training opportunities around
the dance floor also promotes participation
at the sidelines where unforeseen activities
are given space to manifest. Storage is
provided next to the fountains and staff
washrooms that border this studio, but
mats and plyoboxes are stored openly
to visually encourage their use. A slightly
raised floor space is situated in front of
the offices to act as a stage (See figure
7.30). By not drastically changing the
floor height, users are more likely to feel
comfortable participating as an instructor
when their involvement progresses. A light
column above the dance studio provides a
view of the activities to the upper floors.
The natural light references the ethereal
effect of traditional dance studios,
but professional lighting personalizes
the experience with references to a
nightclub atmosphere (See figure7.32).
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Figure 7.27. Shipping Container Studio Concept. Reconfigured shipping containers are up-cycled
into the work bench and racks in the painting studio, the digital lounges`computer desks and the
volume that creates the private lounge. This early sketch depicts how adaptable components
respond to a user`s need for privacy. The final design applies this concept on a broader scale with
different zones offering varying levels of privacy. The shipping containers create intimate spatial
divisions while humourously inverting street elements to create a fun and unique environment.
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Figure 7.28. Dance Studio + Digital Lounge. A digital
wall and intimate computer access is provided for
users of the digital lounge. This area also houses
the utility room in the south-east corner. This area
neighbours the dance studio for users that need a
break. Views from the staff room and second floor
offices help monitor these spaces.
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Figure 7.29. Play Integration Concept. This sketch
shows an early concept for activating user participation
with inspiration combined from playground monkey-bars
and a crossfit training equipment.

Figure 7.30. Dance Studio. The dance studio is atypical
to the urban arts such as free-running and skateboard
bench surfaces are for seating and the stage. The

Fig. 7.28
Fig. 7.30
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parks - scaffolding is used for training and skate park

v

to traditional dance environments through references

dance floor was chosen to be slippery enough for
breakdancing and the floor under the scaffolding is rated
for falls up to ten feet.
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STREET STUDIO
Despite being the most notable feature
from the building exterior, the graffiti studio
is reserved for experienced participants.
This idea is to help get youth in the door,
but teach them formal skills while reserving
the Street Studio as a reward for those
committed to the process. This space is
an area for focused production with the
help of an instructor. By bringing street
identifiers indoors, like car windshields,
street lamps and park benches, the division
between the street and the interior are
playfully blurred. The Street Studio then
becomes part of both the façade and the

interior-a simultaneous existence that
refuses to choose where graffiti belongs.
Materials in this space are minimal to
reduce cleaning concerns associated with
spray painting. Ventilation for this area is
simplified with proximity to the existing
ventilation conduit. An electronic pulley
system hoists racks of plywood boards
to be visible from the street. At night the
illuminated interior signage and street
lamps are meant to create a bold visual
presence on an otherwise simplistic
exterior, drawing community appreciation
for the work done in this democratic,
street-level gallery.

Figure 7.31. Street Studio. Street lights emphasize
the verticality of the Street Studio and detract from
the narrow floor plate. Expansive windows also create
a strong connection with the exterior. Completed
8’x4’ boards are display on upper racks, but works in
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Fig. 7.31

progress also demonstrate the process as something
worthy of exhibition.

MUSIC STUDIO
The music studio is raised increasing the
feeling of professionalism by relating
the environment to a typical concert
stage. Elevating this studio encourages
youth to gain confidence in a welcoming
environment of peers. By extension, the
hope is that youth will mentally prepare
to handle different environments they
encounter while doing community
outreach events. Similarly, equipment is
not mounted like the computers to teach
youth about the process of setting up for
an event and the problems that occur.
Four DJ stations accommodate 3 people

to practice using headphones while
another performs. Incorporating another
set of computers also offers youth to take
advantage of downtime between sets.
LED ticker tape wraps the mezzanine walls
unifying different zones. This feature can be
synced with the music and light up like a
mixing board or it can be used to deliver
information about events. Music records
are locked in Tetris-shaped shelving that
mimics the shapes of the sound-dampening
soft-seating. The same material lines the
walls below the ticker tape to help reduce
reverberation.

Figure 7.32. Music Studio. Both the private lounge
and the conference room provide areas for quieter
conversation on the mezzanine. Ottomans with
Fig. 7.32
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sound-dampening qualities were selected to help
with noise reduction throughout the remainder of
the facility.
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PRIVATE LOUNGE
The private lounge offers the most fully
intact shipping container in the facility.
Glassed-in wall cutouts offer direct
sightlines to the music studio and assembly
studio billboard, while overlooking studios
below. This area offers a unique interior
by juxtaposing a refined, yet minimal
environment within a rustic frame. Sounddampening panels line the ceiling’s interior
to reduce echoes. The elevation of this
heavy structure and adjoining grated
catwalks creates a sense of whimsy,
making it a fun place to hangout. The
lack of perceivable function enhances the
freedom of this space. To youth, this area

Figure 7.33. Private Lounge. Standing computer
station view of the private lounge overlooking the
assembly studio and billboard art work display.
The catwalk provides wheelchair access from the
elevator and stairs down into the centre of studio
activities.
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is a place of retreat comparable to a child’s
tree house. This area does, however, offer
a place that youth can be alone, without
having to hide in a corner; it allows staff to
maintain a discreet visual connection. This
space is, therefore, both with and without
function following play theory concepts.

CONFERENCE ROOM
The conference room is the only area where
walls are not visually penetrable. Hanging
panels and ottomans with sound-dampening
qualities, as well as carpeted floors, help
to differentiate this space from the rest
of the facility by softening the auditory
experience. This space is meant to provide
staff with a reprieve from programming that
creates focus for tasks at hand. A computer
desk offers staff the ability to access

online information without having to leave
meetings. This area is in keeping with the
Out of Nowhere experience by continuing
the aesthetic appreciation for up-cycled
materials. The feature wall housing the
interactive monitor is made from reclaimed
lumber. The typical glass-topped conference
table is reimagined using reconfigured
wood palettes. The south wall has a serving
area with cabinet storage below and small
storage room.

Figure 7.34. Conference Room. Inside the
conference room facing the exit, the reclaimed
lumber feature wall, and monitor for video
conferencing or presentations. Sound dampening
panels hang decoratively above the custom upcycled palette table. An opening in the table

Fig. 7.33

Fig. 7.34
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top provides access to power modules for
laptop computers.
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CONFERENCE TABLE DETAILS

Figure 7.35. Conference Table. Perspective of
up-cycled palette, custom conference table.
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Figure 7.36. Conference Table Details,
Elevations and Sections. Details of the
conference table connections and the
electrical input coming through the concrete
from the floor below.
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Figure . 7.37. 1st + 2nd Reflected
Ceiling Plan. Reflected ceiling
plan of first and second floor.
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Figure 7.38. Mezzanine Reflected
Ceiling Plan. Reflected ceiling
plan of mezzanine.
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Figure 7.39. Material Selection.

MATERIAL SELECTION

content also continues the upcycling values
Materials were initially selected for three shared by the facility’s programming.
criteria: street, Hip-Hop and art references. Considering Hip-hop in this process offsets
Referencing the street through materials the found materials by contemporizing
meant trying to achieve an industrial the selection with bold patterns either
feel that draws from the local aesthetic. through line or colour. The dance flooring
Exposed, natural finishes help create was selected to be slippery enough for
a rustic charm. Incorporating recycled dancers while maintaining enough grip
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for breakdancing; it can be affixed to the
floor or simply laid out to remain portable.
To try and demonstrate artistic concerns,
both the floor plan and materials aim to
show an appreciation for both organic
and geometric lines with overtly graphic
patterns. Colour is used to harmonize these
two extremes. Taking inspiration from graffiti
art, black materials provide an outline used
to delineate space, for example with the
dance floor, handrails, and storage lockers.
Functionally, material selection was based
on commercial durability with particular
consideration for the permeability of
materials. All fabrics are either bleach
cleanable or have impermeable backing to
prevent issues such as bed bugs, a prevalent
issue with this demographic (K. Holmes,
personal communication, September 6,
2012).

FURNITURE SELECTION
Most furnishings follow the facility`s
appreciation for up-cycling found objects
as demonstrated by the reconfigured metal
pipe seating and the palette conference
table. Buzzispace features include sound
dampening qualities that help regulate
the echo from the concrete surfaces. The
BuzziCubes come in various puzzle-shaped
forms and colours encouraging interactivity.
The Tetris shelving continues this visual
language vertically. The Sky Planter
promotes a biophilic connnection in office
spaces where the atmospere should be
softer than the edgier studio environments.
Because it hangs upside down, the planter
maintains a unique and fun quality that is
natural to an office environment, therefore
continuing an aspect of play into areas that
pose a more serious function. The bike arc
inverts the exterior street context into the
lobby as an attempt to ease transition for
visitors and signify play interactions to come.
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MATERIAL SCHEDULE
KEY:

MTRL:

MANUFACTURER:

FINISH / COLOUR:

SIZE:

C1
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7
F8
F9
F10
F11
F12
M1
M2
M3
M4
SS1
VSF1
W1
W2

Carpet
Fabric
Fabric
Fabric
Fabric
Fabric
Fabric
Fabric
Fabric
Fabric
Fabric
Fabric
Fabric
Corrugated Metal
Chainlink
Expanded Metal
Plate Metal
Reazzo
Vinyl Sheet
Antique Oak
Plywood

Interlam
Duralee
Duralee
Avant Garde
Avant Garde
Avant Garde
Avant Garde
Maharam
Duralee
Robert Allen
Avant Garde
Avant Garde
Kravet
Westman Steel
Wallace +Wallace
Brunswick Steel
Brunswick Steel
Antex Western LTD
Harlequin
-----

Flax/Grass 103505
Fuchsia
Jet
Stipple 161
Drop 059
Lost 012
Lost 022
006 Black
PIistachio
14 Karat
Tsigane
Motion 59
Tangerine
Galvanized
Galvanized
Flattened
Checkered
Green Glass
Black
Clear Stain
---

19.5” X 19.5”
----------------59”
------29 GAUGE PLAIN
2”
1/2”
1/8”
78.5” X 98.5’
----8’ X 4’

Table 7.1. Material Schedule.

FURNITURE SELECTION
Figure 7.33. Furniture Selection.

BUZZITILE 3D
BY BUZZISPACE
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BUZZICUBE 3D
BY BUZZISPACE

BUZZICUBE 3D
BY BUZZISPACE

BUZZILOOSE

BY BUZZISPACE

CODE:

LOCATION:

REMARKS:

12711
90882-299
42235-101
SWING
SWING
SWING
SWING
LARIAT
42237-399
TERRAZZA
TSIGANE 222
NEXUS
32242-12
----1/2_16
----Cascade
-----

Offices
Ottomans / Sound Panels
Ottomans / Sound Panels
Sound Panels
“Pipe” Temporary Seating
Ottomans
Ottomans
Expanded Metal Chairs
Office Chairs
Drum Chairs
Ottomans
Ottomans
Ottomans
W/c / Storage Room
Lobby Ceiling / Lobby Lockers
Music Storage / Utility Room
Reception Desk / Counselor Office Ext
Desks
Dance Floor
Conference Room Feature Wall
---

“Moss in Concrete” Look
Duragard
Duragard
Impenetrable Backing
Impenetrable Backing
Impenetrable Backing
Impenetrable Backing
--Duragard
Bleach Cleanable
Impenetrable Backing
Impenetrable Backing
Nanotex, Latex Backed
------Recycled Content
Local Recycled Content
Breakdance Supported
Local Reclaimed Material
---

RAC

BY BIKE ARC

SKY PLANTER
BY THE
GREENHEAD

TETRIS SHELVES
BY BRAVE SPACE

ED CUP LIGHT

BY EDISON
LIGHTING GROUP
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chapt 8: CONCLUSION

8.1 SUMMARY
“ALL EXHIBITIONS - WHATEVER FORM THEY MIGHT
TAKE - ARE EVENTS, ULTIMATELY DEPENDENT
ON THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH AN AUDIENCE,
WITH A LIVED EXPERIENCE. ” Matthew Higgs, 2002
As emotional concerns emerge at the
forefront of plans to end homelessness,
stereotypical representations of
homelessness are shifting from the static
person on a sidewalk to the activities
of urban youth. The focus on youth
homelessness shows the shift toward
prevention strategies. Instead of trying to
force this group into mainstream practices,
a level of empathy and understanding is
being expressed. This idea is manifested in
different ways such as optimizing service use
through drop-in facilities that offer flexible
schedules and multiple services at the same
location (Bantchevska, Dashora, Garren,
Glassman, Slesnick & Toviessi, 2008). Artrelated programs at these facilities offer
an accepted social context for sharing
and learning (Higgitt, Ristock & Wingert,
2005). Within art critiques, topics may
be personal or purely hypothetical, thus
making difficult issues easier to discuss. For
street youth that struggle to meet their own
basic needs, creating an environment that
promotes positive youth experiences can
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also help prepare them for the challenges
of adulthood. By developing a more holistic,
youth-oriented program, positive social
networks are strengthened and, in turn, they
strengthen resiliency of the individuals involved.
Art production and critique naturally
overlaps with the concept of play by
providing a relaxed environment where
anyone can participate and grow through
the experience. At Out of Nowhere,
designing for play seeks to optimize the
therapeutic benefits of art by linking people,
spaces and activities. Unifying these linkages
to be youth-specific led to the imagining of
the Out of Nowhere facility as a Hip-Hop
studio. Despite African-American roots,
this theme is revered cross-culturally as
a symbol for overcoming adversity. As
a result, Hip-Hop is now perceived as a
“glocal” community where cultural barriers
are broken down. Since its beginnings in the
1970’s, Hip-Hop has expanded to include
various adaptations of the four elements:

rap, emceeing, dancing and graffiti. In doing
so, the practice of Hip-Hop art production
has become a venue for experimentation,
change and pushing the status quo.
I nve st i n g re s o u rc e s i nto te a c h i n g
artistic skills to urban street youth goes
against traditional methods for reducing
homelessness. The client’s goal for this
project is to re-envision outreach services in
a place for urban street youth to enjoy dropin programming. Making emotional needs
the primary care directive allows youth
to come to accept basic needs services
naturally and in their own time. This project
presents the adaptive reuse of one of
Winnipeg’s industrial buildings as a modern
drop-in centre where emotional care for
youth is accommodated through play theory.
Interior design concerns for this topic are
varied with regard for sensitivity toward
the primary users, safety and security for all
users, effective environments for multiple
art forms and seamlessly integrated play.
The three major concerns that surfaced
in this investigation required creating a
playful spatial experience to support HipHop-related art production, designing an
interior that physically engages urban street
youth without directly referencing a child’s
playground and harmoniously combining the
chaotic environment of artistic production
with the relaxation and openness required
of play spaces (Döll & Lefaivre, 2007).

Like current outreach services, negotiating
these concerns meant taking a youth-specific
approach. Developing an atmosphere that
appeals to a younger, yet serious and edgy
demographic was intrinsically supported by
embracing Hip-Hop culture. Scaling back
overt imagery, however, helped to simplify
the aesthetic. Unlike a child’s playground,
t h i s a p p ro a c h ke pt t h e n u m e ro u s
programmatic functions from overwhelming
the senses. By designating areas of
significance for the art being produced, such
as the dance floor, billboard and monitors,
youth accomplishments become the focus
of the spatial experience. Inspiration,
possibility and an atmosphere of seriousfun encourage youth participation. A sense
of openness is created with the majority of
the floor plan consisting of a double volume
space. The light column exaggerates this
feeling with views looking down from every
floor plate onto the dance floor. By painting
the ceiling black and adding industrial
lighting, an intimate experience with studio
activity is achieved. The size of the facility is
mainly expressed through the echoes of the
music – the driving force behind all studios.
The dark ceiling also makes reference to
night time, when the activities of street
youth are more likely to go unmonitored.
This idea is taken further with the inclusion
of street elements that are specific to
youth. By taking shipping containers, street
lamps, scaffolding and a billboard into the
interior, youth are not forced to appropriate
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these spaces as they would on the street.
Instead, these elements exist for the youth,
supporting their endeavours and displaying
their work.
Creating an atmosphere for art to address
emotional subjects begs the question, how
does the space regulate responses to the
emotionally charged experience? Overall,
the interior environment demonstrates
a rhythm between collaborative and
independent zones to let users mediate
their own experience. If someone is having a
rough time handling a situation, the private
lounge provides an easy retreat from most
studios. Digital lounges offer a private
learning environment for times when sharing
cannot be continued. Secondary studio
components such as gym mats, scaffolding
and digital walls make it easier to transition
out of group activity. Washrooms and the
quiet room also provide youth an area to
completely cut-off without having to leave
the facility. Counseling services were initially
intended to be incorporated with the upper
floors; by including them within the scope of
this project, their services are understood to
be an integral part of emotional betterment
within the artistic experience. Locating the
standing computers throughout the facility
and centralizing reception desk, enables
staff to observe patterns of youth behaviour
discreetly and address issues quickly.
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8.2 LIMITATIONS
The Out of Nowhere facility embraces
a cross-cultural design approach that is
intended to be inclusive to street youth
from a variety of backgrounds. Play theory
supported this decision with key concepts
valuing layering, openness, universality
and providing a welcoming environment.
Currently, it is believed that there is lack
of information deciphering whether or not
tailored services are needed or wanted by
various subdivisions of street youth (Clapp,
Shillington & Bousman, 2011, p. 29). If this
project were to be investigated further,
street youth subgroups and their specific
needs would play a valuable part of the
research. For example, in Winnipeg 6070% of street youth identify as Aboriginal
(Donaldson, Gaetz & Gulliver, 2013), but
aboriginal affiliations were represented
in Winnipeg ’s homeless resources.
Investigation of groups may reveal that
groups such as LGBQT youth may be at a
greater loss for resources as they were not
specifically accommodated.

might manifest throughout various facility
functions. Because many basic needs
services rely on standardization for efficient
and effective care, as with clinics and
counselling, it may be valuable to test how
far emotional concerns can be ingrained.

Ideally, this project would have included
designs of the entire facility. As prevention
strategies become a common concern for
basic needs resources, examining changes in
different areas of service delivery is another
area in need of investigation. From a design
perspective, it would be interesting to
explore how regard for emotional concerns
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APPENDICES
7.1 BUILDING CODE
Section 3.1
		
		
		
		

General
Major Occupancy Classification: Group A Division 2
Building Area: 69732 SF (without basement level)
Building Height: 7 floors
Building uses sprinkler system throughout.

3.1.17.1
Occupant Load Determination
		
Floor Area Usage		
Area/Person ft2
		Assembly Studio		
8			
		Conference Room		
8			
		Counselor Offices		
100			
		Dance Studio			
8			
		Digital Lounge			
20			
		Laundry			
4.3			
		Lobby				
3.70			
		Music Studio			
8			
		Offices				
100			
		Painting Studio		
20			
		Quiet Room			
125			
		Staff Room			
8			
		Street Studio			
4.3			
		Utility Room			
50			
		

Req. Occ.
10		
16		
4		
30		
16		
4		
10		
4		
4		
10		
1		
5		
5		
1		

ft2 Req.
80
128
400
240
320
17.2
39.8
32
400
200
125
40
21.5
50

Occupant Load: 64 Youth / 15 Staff

3.2.1.6

Mezzanine The floor assembly of the mezzanine is required to be considered
as a storey and shall be constructed in conformance with the fire separation
requirements for floor assemblies stated in Articles 3.2.2.2 Special and Unusual Structures.

3.2.2.2

Special and Unusual Structures The mezzanine construction follows Appendix 		
A, requiring mid-rise wood frame construction to have one-hour a fire 		
separation around fire exits, fire sprinklers, fire hose cabinets and standpipes,
two means of exiting, fire detectors in exits, and the exterior walls are concrete
and are, therefore, non-combustible.
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3.2.2.24.

Group A, Division 2, up to 6 Storeys, Any Area, Sprinklered Floor assemblies
shall be fire separations with a fire-resistance rating not less than 1 h. Noncombustible construction. Load bearing walls, columns and arches shall have a
fire-resistance rating not less than that required for supported assembly. The
requirements for the mezzanine are addressed in 3.2.8. below.

3.2.4.4.

Description of Fire Alarm Systems A fire alarm system shall be installed.

3.2.4.17.

Alert and Alarm Signals Audible signal devices with voice reproduction
capabilities are intended for paging and similar voice message use, other 		
than during a fire emergency, they shall be installed so that alert signals 		
and alarm signals take priority over all other signals.

3.2.7.

Lighting and Emergency Power Systems Emergency lighting shall be installed.

3.2.8.2.

Exceptions to Special Protection The interconnected floor space need not
conform to the requirements of Articles 3.2.8.3. to 3.2.8.9 as they consist of
the first storey and the next storey above.

3.3.1.5.

Egress Doorways A minimum of 2 egress doorways located for every room.

3.3.1.9.

Corridors The minimum width of a corridor shall be 1100mm.

3.3.1.11

Door Swing Except as permitted by Article 3.3.1.12., a door that opens into
a corridor or other facility providing access to exit from a room not located
within a suite shall swing on a vertical axis.

3.3.1.19

Transparent Doors and Panels Transparent doors shall be designed so that the
existence and position of the door is readily apparent.
		
3.3.1.21. Janitors’ Rooms Janitorial supplies shall be separated from the remainder of
the building by a fire separation having a fire-resistance rating not less than 1h.
3.3.2.5.
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Aisles The minimum clear width of aisles shall be not less than 1100 mm.
Aisles shall terminate in a cross aisle, foyer or exit, and the width of the cross
aisle, foyer or exit shall be not less than the required width of the widest aisle
plus 50% of the total required width of the remaining aisles that it serves. The
length of travel to an exit door by any aisle shall be not more than 45m.

3.4
3.4.1.2.

Exits
Separation of Exits If more than 2 exits are provided from a floor area, exits
are permitted to converge in conformance with 3.4.3.1.(2), provided the
cumulative capacity of the converging exits does not contribute more than
50% of the total required exit width for the floor area.

3.4.2.1.

Minimum Number of Exits Every floor area intended for occupancy shall
be served by at least 2 exits.

3.4.2.2.

Means of Egress from Mezzanines The space above the mezzanine shall be
served by means of egress on the same basis as floor areas.

3.4.2.3.

Distance Between Exits The least distance between 2 exits shall be 23.3m
(76’-6”), but not less than 9 m for all other floor areas.3.4.3.2.

Exit Width Exit widths required for exits serving 2 or more stacked floor areas
shall not be less than 1100mm (3’-6”) for corridors and passageways, ramps
and stairs.
3.4.4.1.

Fire-Resistance Rating of Exit Separation Every exit shall be separated from
the remainder of the building by a fire separation having a fire-resistance
rating not less than 1 h.

3.4.4.2.

Exits through Lobbies Not more than one exit from a floor area is permitted
to lead through a lobby provided the lobby is not located within an
interconnected floor space other than as described in Sentence 3.2.8.2.(6).

3.4.5.1.

Exit Signs Exit doors shall have an exit sign placed over or adjacent to it.

3.4.6.6.

Ramp Slope The maximum slope of a ramp shall be 1 in 10 for an exterior ramp.

3.4.7.2

Fire Escapes Construction The fire escape shall be of metal construction,
extending to the ground level and securely fixed to the building.
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3.7.2.2.

Water Closets A universal toilet room is provided reducing the requirement of
the total number of persons in the building used to determine the number of
water closets to be provided, by 10. Both sexes are permitted to be served
by a single water closet if the occupant load is not more than 10, which is the
case with providing a universal water closet for staff.
			
# of water closets (male youth): 1 + 2 Universal
			
# of water closets (female youth): 1 + 1 Universal
			
# of water closets (staff): 1 Universal
3.8.1.2.

Entrances Not less than 50% of the pedestrian entrances of a building shall be
barrier free.

3.8.1.3

Barrier-Free Path of Travel The unobstructed width of a barrier-free path of
travel shall be not less than 920 mm (3’-0”).

3.8.2.3.

Washrooms Required to be Barrier-Free At least one barrier-free water closet
shall be provided in the entrance storey.

3.8.3.3.

Doorways and Doors Every doorway that is located in a barrier-free path of
travel shall have a clear width not less than 800 mm (2’-6”) when the door is
in the open position. Door operating devices shall be of a design which does
not require tight grasping and twisting of the wrist as the only means of operation.

3.8.3.4.

Ramps A ramp located in a barrier-free path of travel shall have a width not
less than 870 mm (2’-8”) between handrails, have a slope not more than 1 in
12, have a level area not less than 1500 mm (5’-0”) by 1500 mm at the top
and bottom and at intermediate levels of a ramp leading to a door, have a level
area not less than 1200 mm (4’-0”) long and at least the same width as the
ramp, and be equipped with handrails and guards.

3.8.3.9.

Water Closets A water closet for a person with physical disabilities shall be
equipped with a seat located not less than 400 mm (1’-4”) and not more than
460 mm (1’-6”) above the floor and be equipped with back support.
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3.8.3.11

Lavatories A barrier-free washroom shall be provided with a lavatory that is
located so that the distance between the centreline of the lavatory and the
side wall is not less than 460 mm (1’-6”), has a rim height not more than
865 mm above the floor, and has a clearance beneath the lavatory not less
than 760 mm (2’-6”) wide, 735 mm (2’-5”) high at the front edge, 685 mm (2’3”) high at a point 205 mm (8”) back from the front edge and 230 mm (9”)
high over the distance from a point 280 mm (11”) to a point 430 mm (1’-5”)
back from the front edge. Soap dispenser and hand-drying equipment will
be located close to the lavatory, not more than 1200 mm (4’-11”) above the
floor. At least one mirror shall be mounted with its bottom edge not more than
1000 mm (3’-3”) above the floor, or be inclined to the vertical to be usable by
a person in a wheelchair.

3.8.3.12.

Universal Toilet Rooms A universal toilet room shall be served by a barrierfree path of travel.

3.8.3.13.

Showers At least one shower stall in each group of showers shall be barrierfree and shall be not less than 1500 mm wide and 900 mm (3’-2”) deep, have
a clear floor space at the entrance to the shower, not less than 900 mm deep
and the same width as the shower, have a hinged or fixed seat, have a horizontal
grab bar at least 900 mm long, mounted between 700-800 mm above the floor
and locate it on the wall opposite the entrance so that not less than 300 mm of
its length is at one side of the seat. The shower system should be operated by a
device that is operable with a closed fist and have a hand-held shower head.
Shower storage shall be recessed.

3.8.3.16.

Drinking Fountains At least one drinking fountains will be barrier-free and
shall have a spout located near the front of the unit not more than 915 mm
(3’-0”) above the floor and be easily
operable with one hand.
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SECONDARY USER PROFILE “Tolerant; confident; courageous and tough;
Staff and instructors of the facility are
considered involved stakeholders or
those who exhibit daily investment in the
emotional betterment of the participants.
Staff duties range from instructors to
facility management. They will be selected
based on their related work experience
and commitment to helping street youth.
They may range in age anywhere from
18 to 65. Initially, instructors will be hired
for short periods of time corresponding
with the selected programmes offered.
Success of individual classes and the
suitability of the instructor will determine
if the position becomes permanent. Staff
retention has proven to be a challenge
in similar local outreach facilities. Studio
usage in non-operating hours will be
offered as part of their salary to help
encourage continued involvement.
In addition to these general requirements,
o u t re a c h sta ff m u st d e m o n st ra t e
a ve r y p a r t i c u l a r att i t u d e towa rd
the Out of Nowhere initiatives. This
perspective involves seeing themselves
as tools for social change. The following
characteristics are noted as supporting
this particular mindset by Mikkonen,
Kauppinen, Huovinen and Aalto (2007):
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you should not take things too personally
and give up easily; committed; humble;
independent; sensitive; non-judmental and
open-minded; organized; flexible when
necessary; easy to approach,” (p. 30).
On a regular day, fifteen staff members
are expected to be working together at
one time. Offices are reserved for the
programme co-ordinator, the programme
directors, and both counselors. The Board
of Directors will convene as needed in the
conference room typically during nonoperational hours. The rest of the staff
are provided with the boardroom and the
staff lounge for breaks and independent
work. Three touch-down computer
stations are included on the main floor to
promote a staff presence in open areas.
Computer lounges are also encouraged
to be used by staff when not in use by the
youth. Scattered seating exists throughout
the facility between intimate and open
areas providing alternate areas for work.
The first floor houses the security desk, a
student counselor and support staff to direct
visitors. The second floor accommodates the
guest instructor, the caretaker, the dance,
media, and art instructors, the programme
co-ordinator and the programme director.
The counseling offices are on the mezzanine

STAFF ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

(1) PROGRAMME
CO-ORDINATOR

(1) PROGRAMME
DIRECTOR

(1) CARETAKER

(2) ART
FUNDAMENTALS
INSTRUCTOR

(2)
SCULPTURE
INSTRUCTOR

(2) DIGITAL
MEDIA
INSTRUCTOR

(1) GUEST
INSTRUCTOR

(2) COUNSELORS

(1) DANCE
INSTRUCTOR

(3) SUPPORT
STAFF

(3) STUDENT
COUNSELORS

Table A1. Staff Organizational Chart.

with the music instructor and the full-time
student counselor. Support staff and parttime student counselors are intended to be
wherever they are needed with the primary
concern being on interacting with youth.

mornings or evenings. Part-time instructors
cover weekends and evenings as needed.
Full-time security is present for a 10 hour
shift during week days with part-time staff
on weekends. A third member of security is
trained for this position to ensure there is
Counselors operate by alternating start times always back-up personnel to fulfill this role.
to cover the entire day. Full-time instructors This measure provides schedule flexibility
are offered a regular eight-hour shift with
support staff picking up the slack in either

for the other two staff relieving unnecessary
stress from what can be a stressful job.
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SECONDARY USER OUTLINE
(#) EMPLOYEE:

STATUS:

BEHAVIOURAL REQ.’S:

TECHNICAL REQ.’S:

Part-Time Authoritative
Driven
Rule Adherent
Social Skills

Creative
Outreach-Oriented
Financially Astute

Outreach + Business
Experience

Full-Time

Authoritative
Rule Adherent
Outreach-Oriented

Driven
Creative
Financially Astute

Outreach + Business
Management
Experience
Legislation Knowledge

Full-Time

Authoritative
Driven
Outreach-Oriented

Rule Adherent
Creative

Outreach + Business
Operations Experience

Full-Time

Creative
A Mentor

Passionate
Physically Active

Outreach Experience
Youth-Oriented

(3) STUDENT
COUNSELOR

Full-Time Creative
Part-Time A Mentor
Part-Time

Passionate
Physically Active

Outreach Experience
Youth-Oriented

(3) SUPPORT
STAFF

Full-Time Takes Initiative
(AM/PM) Ogranized
Part-Time
(Sat-Sun)

Rule Adherent
Outreach Oriented

Outreach + Clerical
Experience

(3) SECURITY

Full-Time Social Skills
Part-Time Independent
(PM +
Passionate
Sat-Sun)

Adherence to
Valid Job Licence
Private Security and
Investigative Services Act

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

(1) PROGRAMME
CO-ORDINATOR

(1) PROGRAMME
DIRECTOR

(2) COUNSELOR

Table A2. Secondary User Outline.
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(#) EMPLOYEE:

(2) ART
FUNDAMENTALS
INSTRUCTOR

(2) DANCE
INSTRUCTOR

(2) DIGITAL
MEDIA
INSTRUCTOR

(2) MUSIC
INSTRUCTOR

(1) GUEST
INSTRUCTOR

(1) CARETAKER

STATUS:

BEHAVIOURAL REQ.’S:

Full-Time Creative
Inspiring
Passionate

Analytical
A Mentor

TECHNICAL REQ.’S:
Traditional Arts
Graffiti Skills
First Aid Training

Full-Time Creative
Safety 1st Approach
Part-Time A Mentor
Passionate
Technique-Oriented

First Aid Training
Hip-Hop Skills
Fitness/Health Skills
Instuctor Experience

Full-Time Creative
Part-Time A Mentor
Contemporary
Patient

Passionate
Social Skills

General Computer Skills
Media Software Skills
Photography Skills
Basic Art Training

Full-Time Creative
Full-Time A Mentor
Contemporary

Passionate
Social Skills

Rap + DJ Skills
Youth-Oriented
Experience

Part-Time Creative
A Mentor
Contemporary

Passionate
Social Skills

Hip-Hop-related Skills
Area of Expertise
Technical Training

Full-Time A Mentor
Social Skills
Persistent

Independence
Dedicated

Facility Maintenance
Experience
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SECONDARY USER OVERVIEW TABLE A.3

VALUES

CHARACTERISTICS

Outreach (as an attitude, then
a method [Mikkonen, M.,
Kauppinen, J., Huovinen,
M., and Aalto]
Giving
Dignity and Respect for Basic
Human Rights
Autonomy
Self-Determination

Accessibility
Person-Centred
Privacy
Safety
Fairness
Honesty
Participation
Social Inclusion
Accountability

Strong Interpersonal Skills
o Good Listener
o Sensitive
o Ability to Communicate
with Professionals
Work Reflectively

Self-Aware
Non-judgemental
Empowering
Respect Diversity
Reliable
Safe

Table A3. Secondary User Overview. This table
also draws from the information found in Chapter
3: Project Inquiry (See page 45). The ‘Activities”
refer to needs that will be met within the scope of
this project and they inform the section outlining
subspaces and their physical requirements
(See page 114).
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GOALS

Weekly meetings with assigned participants
Weekly meetings with staff to discuss developments
Manage emergency situations
Run assigned programming
Encourage Communication, Emotional Growth, and Skill
Development

Positivity
EMOTIONAL NEEDS Equality
Group Interaction

PHYSICAL NEEDS

ACTIVITIES

Acceptance
Personal Time

Connection to Community
Safety
Public + Private Space
Washrooms

Lockable Work Storage
Lockable Personal Storage
First Aid Supplies
Emergency Call System

Computer Use
Private Studio Work
Group Instruction / Preparation
Counseling
Eating

Facility Management
Informal Meetings
Formal Meetings
Relaxing / Socialising
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